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A SNOW SCULPTURE competition brought students, as well as administrators, 
out into the cold. Director of College Residences Kristina Dow, President Lockwood 
and Dean of the Faculty Edwin Nye (left to right) were among the members of a 
distinguished panel of judges. 
The· Blizzard of '78 
Imagine being snowbound for two 
days with a family numbering 1650 
and with 97 acres of your property 
under 20 inches of snow and ice. That 
was the situation at Trinity in early 
February when the blizzard of '78 
literally shut down the State, 
challenging the ingenuity of ad-
ministrators and staff to provide basic 
services to the campus community. 
When Connecticut's Governor Ella 
Grasso closed all roads in the state for 
a two-day period, classes at Trinity 
were cancelled for the first time in 
almost twenty years. "Since most of 
our faculty no longer live within 
walking distance of the campus, there 
was no legal means by which people 
could get to the College, even if they 
had wanted to braye the storm," ex-
plains Edwin P . Nye, Dean of the 
Faculty. Missed classes were 
rescheduled during the first two days 
of the College's "open period. " 
Students used their unexpected 
holiday in a variety of ways. Some 
took ;'J.dvantage of the opportunity to 
earn extra money by shovelling the 
driveways of local homeowners, or 
working" long hours in understaffed 
Copei< offices. A snow sculpture 
c9rnpet-ition produced fourteen 
glistenirig monuments of cats, dragons, 
beer "m-iigs, frogs, and bantams. A 
group of ·energetic students filled Cook 
Arch . tq . overflowing with snow. "It 
was fun· filling the Arch, not so much 
fun emptying it out again, " commented 
one participant. Although formal 
athletic events were cancelled, cross-
country skiing, touch football, and 
''traying" (the modern successor of 
sledding, made possible by the 
abundance of cafeteria trays on 
campus) kept the student body in 
shape. 
For the more academic minded, the 
two-day respite provided extra study 
time, and the Library was over-
crowded both day and night , ac-
cording to Ralph Emerick ,· Head 
Librarian. 
The blizzard coincided with a mild 
flu epidemic on campus, taxing the 
services of the College infirmary. "The 
(continued on page 6) 
Aetna Awards 
Intern Grant 
The Aetna Foundation of Hartford 
has awarded Trinity $100,000 to 
endo~ the Student Internship 
Program . 
The internship program, which is 
about ten years old, coordinates 
volunteer, credit-b~ring activities for 
students at agencies and organizations 
in the Hartford region . Approximately 
100 students per year engage in some 
form of internship activity. 
According to Ivan Backer, Director 
of Graduate Studies and Community 
Education, " Trinity students are 
fortunate to be in an urban setting 
where they can learn by practical 
experience how private and govern-
mental organizations function . The 
Aetna Foundation has ensured that we 
will be able to continue to expand the 
internship program, to the mutual 
benefit of students and the Hartford 
community." 
One of the best-known of Trinity's 
internships is the Legislative Internship 
Program, involving twelve students 
(continued on page 6) 
Journalists Assess 
Carter's First Year 
President Carter's newness to Washington and national legislative inexperience 
have made his first year in office a disappointing one, according to four prominent 
journalists who visited the campus in February. The journalists shared their 
thoughts with 350 students, faculty, staff, and community residents at a panel 
discussion of 'The Carter Administration's First Year." 
The panelists were: Peter T . Kilborn '61, a senior editor at Newsweek; Richard 
E. Mooney, executive editor and vice president of The Hartford Courant; Curtis B. 
Suplee '66, assistant editor of The Washington Post's "Book World" and a former 
speech writer for the late Hubert Humphrey; and George F. Will '62, syndicated 
columnist, television commentator and winner of the 1977 Pulitzer Prize for 
political commentary. William Kirtz '61, assistant professor of journalism at 
Northeastern University, acted as panel moderator. Below are edited excerpts of the 
panelists' remarks: 
PETER KILBORN 
" Carter hasn 't been particularly 
beneficial to the economy, of course, 
but more importantly he hasn't been 
any kind of a mover. There are really 
no important economic initiatives that 
Carter has undertaken in his first year, 
and from looking at his budget and 
economic message of last month, it is 
apparent that there will be no 
significant impact from him this year 
either . The budget, from the moment it 
was announced, was effectively 
stillborn. Every initiative he suggests 
isn' t going to happen as he says it must. 
One message to glean from the budget 
is a desire to redistribute income and 
eventually wealth, not in any fright-
ening, 'McGovern-esque' way, but that 
is an underlying theme." 
* * * 
"When you have a national policy of 
'jawboning' to discourage increases in 
wages and prices, business then fears 
that price controls are the next step . 
Business then starts raising prices in 
anticipation of controls. That, then 
makes 'jawboning' counterpro-
ductive ." 
* * it: 
"Carter's budget is a small 
businessman's budget in that he's not 
delivering on the promises that would 
increase the size of the deficit - he's a 
little bit apprehensive about that deficit 
- and that 's why we are not getting 
help for the cities, health care, and 
assorted other initiatives. But at the 
same time we're getting the attack on 
the fifty-dollar lunch. It's a con-
tradiction that I have difficulty coping 
with." 
* * * 
'The press is being as vigilant as it 
normally is . I think the press is looking 
for hypocrisy in the Carter ad-
ministration because the campaign 
rhetoric of this man invited the quest 
for hypocrisy. The press is doing its 
job." 
* * * 
'The Carter of 1978 seems to be 
more aware of the obstacles con-
fronting him in Senator Long and 
Congressman Ullman, for example, 
than he was last year. Other than that, 
his economic policy is rather hard to 
perceive." 
RICHARD MOONEY 
"The promises Carter made to win 
conservative favor - to balance the 
budget - will not be kept, it's clear. 
On the other hand, he's also not 
fulfilling his promises on the liberal 
side - to spend some money. I'm 
thinking about the cities, welfare 
reform, health care. This could be 
called broken campaign promises, and 
I suppose every President, every office 
holder has done it, but this fellow said 
he wouldn't lie, and a lot of people 
believed him. He wears his -religion 
rather openly and rather convincingly 
and consequently his vow, "I will not 
lie" comes across a little stronger than 
just your ordinary campaign promise. 
This, to me, is the fundamental 
ingredient in the disappointment with 
Carter." 
* * * 
(continued on page 2) 
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"We have failed to give Carter the 
credit he is due for his commitment to 
trying to resolve the energy problem. It 
was one of the most unpopular 
programs to have to come to grips with 
in his first year, and Carter made his 
major legislative commitment on this 
issue. I think he deserves major credit 
for that commitment. It has brought 
him nothing but grief." 
* * * 
"One thing Jimmy Carter didn't 
know, and many people didn't realize, 
was just how serious the inflation and 
recession were in this country. It took 
us ten years to get into the trouble we 
got into in 1973, and there's no way 
we're going to get out of it in less than 
10 years. So for Carter to set 1981-type 
goals for balancing the budget is 
unrealistic." 
* * * 
"We used to think that Presidents 
came from State Houses. We've had no 
governor as President in over 30 years. 
I wonder if Capitol Hill doesn't now 
believe that it owns the job of the 
Presidency." 
CURTIS SUPLEE 
"President Carter has been 
astonishing in the sense of how very 
little of our psychological attention he 
actually commands, after a first and 
what potentially could have been a 
dramatic year as president. He has 
tried to exist in the public mind almost 
entirely as a media figure, devoid of 
any immediate practical legislative or 
administrative content. Because he 
didn't come from a national legislative 
background, I think he takes for 
granted that the Presidency occupies a 
certain amount of psychological space 
in the mind of every American, an 
assumption that has not been borne 
out." 
* * * 
"Carter hasn't taken full advantage 
of the difficult side of problem-solving 
which is to show people a spectrum of 
personal changes that they might have 
to make in order to solve the problem. 
In the case of energy, people are not 
going to accept any energy program 
from the administration until they are 
told in specific terms how their lives 
will have to change and what sort of 
sacrifices will have to be made by the 
individual. Carter took for granted a 
will to change in the public mind which 
wasn't there, and therefore he made the 
problem more intractable. Who could 
do it better? I think a person who could 
capture some sort of spirit on the part 
of the people, and a will to sacrifice." 
* * * 
"In terms of Carter being a populist 
President, I found this a bogus claim 
from the outset. I think we have 
reached a state of technological ad-
vance in which the kinds of questions 
that a President confronts are no 
longer susceptible to the kinds of 
answers that populism can provide. 
The energy crisis, for example, is 
largely a technological, admini~trative, 
managerial question, if it's susceptible 
to remedy at all. Inflation is scarcely 
susceptible to answers derived im-
mediately from the populace." 
GEORGE WILL 
"Carter is probably the most 
restricted President of modern times. I 
think Americans in general and the 
press in particular tend to exaggerate 
the freedom that men in office enjoy. 
Our governors are governed by the 
weight of decisions made by previous 
administrations. But for three other 
reasons, Carter is especially restricted. 
The first is that he was barely elected. 
The country rendered a very am-
bivalent judgment about the can-
didates of 1976. Mr. Carter peaked 
politically in the Pennsylvania primary 
and was then beaten in ten others. 
After the Democratic convention, he 
blew the greatest lead in American 
history, about 33 percentage points. 
"Second, the public is manifestly out 
of patience with government, and it's 
not hard to understand why if you 
review the great governing events of 
the last fifteen years or so. There are 
three, I think: the Great Society 
legislative initiatives which promised 
much and seemed to deliver little, the 
Vietnam War, and then Watergate. 
"The third restriction of Carter is 
that the government is out of 
resources. That is obviously a bizarre 
way to speak about a government with 
a half-trillion dollar budget. But it is 
out of resources in the sense that the 
growth of mandated entitlement 
spending programs, such as Social 
Security and Medicare and Medicaid, 
has accelerated while the growth of 
revenues in a slow growth economy 
has declined relative to the growth of 
mandated spending. Consequently, 
Carter cannot build a record in the 
traditional way, with social spending 
programs, and in his first year has 
failed to find another way in which to 
shape a distinctive Carter personality 
and record." 
* * * 
"Mr. Carter's ironic, unintended 
effect will be to rehabilitate the idea of 
the professional politician, the 
Washington insider who doesn't take 
quite so long at quite such expense to 
learn the ropes." 
* * * 
"The Presidency is, I think, an 
inherently, constitutionally weak 
office. There is almost nothing a 
President can do on his own. He needs 
the cooperation of Congress which he 
can only get by persuading the country 
to persuade Congress. Which is why 
having a succession of inarticulate 
Presidents as we more or less have had; 
that is, not rhetorically gifted 
Presidents for using the bully pulpit, 
has been a national calamity of sorts." 
Faculty Scholar Prize 
David Kurtz '80 of Jenkintown, PA 
and Catherine Menard '80 of Rock-
ville, CT have been named the 
recipients of the Faculty Scholar Prize 
for the 1977-78 academic year. 
The prize is awarded annually by the 
Trinity faculty to the sophomore who 
has shown outstanding scholarly 
achievement and potential as 
demonstrated by academic work at 
Trinity. This year, two awards were 
made, entitling each of the winners to 
one free course at Trinity. 
"PLAY DAY" for sixty students from the Fox Elementary School was held in the 
College's Field House in December. The children are members of a tutoring program 
in reading staffed by 45 Trinity students. Trinity senior Peter Crosby (center) was 
director of the tutoring program for the fall term. 
Trinity Alive Plans 
Second Summer Season 
Theatre, dance, music and film will 
make the Trinity campus one of the 
liveliest locations in Connecticut this 
summer when the College presents the 
second Trinity Alive Summer Arts 
Festival. 
Under the banner of Summerstage, 
three comedies headline the theatre 
season in the Austin Arts Center. 
According to Artistic Director Roger 
Shoemaker, assistant professor of 
theatre arts at Trinity, "Scapino!," 
based on Moliere's classic "Les 
Fourberies de Scapin," will open the 
professional resident summer theatre 
June 21. Adapted by Frank Dunlop and 
Jim Dale, the contemporary comedy 
involves duped fathers, starry-eyed 
lovers and clever servants in a series of 
madcap escapdes. 
The second slot in the eight-week 
season is reserved for "A Shot in the 
Dark," adapted by Harry Kurnitz from 
Marcel Achard' s "L'Idiote." The 
threads of this unusual mystery yarn 
come together when the murder of an 
adventurous chauffeur and the tem-
pestuous love affairs of a saucy parlor 
maid are methodically exposed by a 
jurisprudent magistrate. 
Wrapping up the theatrical festivities 
will be Oscar Wilde's sparkling British 
farce, "The Importance of Being 
Earnest." This classic masterpiece takes 
a comic look at the mating games of 
two fashionable young rogues. 
Revolving around the Summerstage 
theatre series is a number of special 
events. Plans are being made to engage 
four professional dance companies, 
two travelling theatre productions 
featuring well-known performers, art 
exhibits, four afternoons of music, and 
four children's theatre troupes per-
forming everything from mime to 
marionette shows. 
Rounding out the Trinity Alive 
festival will be free chamber music 
concerts in the Chapel, carillon 
concerts on the Quadrangle and a 
series of vintage movies. 
Non-credit workshops will also be 
offered in theatre and dance. The 
theatre programs will cover acting, 
directing, technical theatre and 
costume design. Several dance forms 
will be taught including ballet, modern 
dance, improvisation and jazz. 
The Trinity Alive Summer Arts 
Festival was founded as a way in which 
to close the entertainment gap that has 
existed in Greater Hartford during the 
summer months. In its inaugural 
season, over 25,000 persons attended 
the festival events. 
Season tickets to the Summerstage 
series of three comedies are now 
available. For more information call 
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Rose's Star Wars 
Wins Acclaim 
College organist John Rose never 
thought he would become involved in 
Star Wars mania. 
An active concert organist, Rose has 
toured North America and Europe 
playing the works of Cesar Franck, 
Louis Vierne, Bach, and Mendelssohn. 
Before joining the Trinity faculty this 
falL he was director of music at Sacred 
Heart Cathedral in Newark, New 
Jersey. Clearly, Rose's repertoire was 
concentrated in the classical and 
liturgical music areas. 
But six months ago, Rose was ap-
proached by a California recording 
engineer to make an organ tran-
scription of the score for Star Wars. 
Initially, he had little enthusiasm for 
the project. "Being something of a 
square, I hadn't even seen the movie," 
Rose recalls. "But I dashed off to the 
nearest theatre, and after listening 
carefully to the muscial score, I 
realized how well the sound track 
would be suited to the organ. The Star 
Wars score is really of the romantic-
symphonic 19th century schooL and 
that is exactly the sort of music that has 
been so successfully transcribed to the 
pipe organ. I knew that the organ 
could create effects different from but 
every bit as interesting as those made 
by the London Symphony Orchestra, 
which did the sound track for the 
movie." 
For the recording, Rose used the pipe 
organ at St. Joseph's Cathedral in 
Hartford. "The organ at St. Joseph's 
has over 8000 pipes and 141 ranks, 
which is about twice the size of the 
organ in Trinity's Chapel," John ex-
plains. "There are 5 million cubic feet 
of space in the Cathedral, and we were 
able to take advantage of the echo and 
the qnusual acoustics to create a very 
interesting and suitable overlapping of 
sounds." 
Rose's record, which was released in 
January under the DELOS labeL has 
already received national attention 
from music critics. Michael Redmond 
of The New Jersey Star Ledger com-
ments, "Rose dazzles, as usuaL and the 
recording is a sonic spectacular." 
As someone who feels that the pipe 
organ is "a misunderstood in-
strument," Rose hopes that ex-
periments such as his will make people 
appreciate the versatility and beauty of 
organ music. "This has been a great 
project for me," Rose maintains. "I 
never expected to get involved in 
popular music. I had a great time doing 
Star Wars , and I think that the organ at 
St. Joseph's Cathedral had the time of 
its life!" 
Editor's Note: The following organ 
concerts featuring John Rose have been 
tentatively scheduled: 
Passaic, New Jersey - April 2 at 
3:30p.m. St. John Evangelist Lutheran 
Church . 
Longmeadow, Massachusetts -
April 30 at 4:00p.m. The First Church 
of Christ . 
GUESTS AT FEBROARY'S "Trinity in Action" program had the opportunity to 
learn about many aspects of campus life. Here, Head Librarian Ralph Emerick 
explains the many improvements which will result from the library expansion 
project which began in September. 
Visitors Observe 
"Trinity in Action" 
"Outstanding, a real shot in the 
arm." 
"Strenuous, but exhilarating." 
"We particularly enjoyed the 
diversity of the program and the 
people." 
These enthusiastic endorsements 
were typical of the responses to the 
"Trinity in Action" program attended 
by more than 40 alumni, spouses, 
parents and new Trustees on February 
2, 3 and 4. 
Designed to provide an intensive, in-
depth look at the College, the program 
gave participants a chance to sit in on 
classes, meet faculty and ad-
ministrators, dine with students, and 
attend a series of panel discussions and 
cultural events with representative 
members of the College community. 
The program got off to a rousing 
start Thursday afternoon as a 
distinguished group of journalists, 
including four Trinity alumni, cri-
tiqued the Carter Administration's first 
year in office. The audience gave the 
panel high marks for its insight and 
candor; President Carter, as reported 
elsewhere in this issue, was treated less 
kindly by the panelists. 
Following a reception and dinner in 
Hamlin, the 'Trinity in Action" group 
joined an overflow audience in the 
Washington Room to hear Pulitzer-
prizewinning colu.mnist George F. Will 
'62 discuss "Washington Journalism: 
The Problem Isn't Bias." 
An ambitious Friday itinerary 
featured an early breakfast with 
students followed by a faculty panel 
describing the variety of curricular 
options open to today's un-
dergraduates. Mid-morning classes 
were next on the agenda as alumni and 
parents returned to the lecture hall and 
laboratory, some accompanied by 
their daughter or son. 
The morning concluded with a 
second faculty panel entitled "Whither 
the Liberal Arts?" where the issue of 
vocationalism got a good airing. The 
group joined the student Body for 
lunch in Mather dining hall. 
James L. West, assistant professor of 
history, opened the afternoon session 
with a lecture on "Russian History 
Through the Eyes of the Artist." 
College Librarian Ralph Emerick 
followed with a progress report on the 
new library wing construction which, 
when completed, will provide space for 
200,000 additional volumes and in-
crease student seating by 200 spaces. 
Peter Knapp, reference librarian and 
college archivist, discussed the 
education of students in the proper use 
of the library. 
Other stops for "Trinity in Action" 
included a tour of Ferris Athletic 
Center, conversations with the ad-
missions and financial aid staffs, and a 
reception at Psi Upsilon. 
Highlights of the evening at the 
home of Vice President Thomas A. 
Smith included after-dinner 
reminiscences by Northam Professor of 
History and Secretary of the College 
George B. Cooper and music by the 
Trinity Pipes. 
On Saturday, participants talked 
over breakfast with Dean of Students 
David Winer and several un-
dergraduates about various aspects of 
student academic and social life . A 
recital by College Organist John Rose 
and student instrumentalists, and a 
luncheon talk by President Lockwood 
at St. Anthony Hall provided a fitting 
climax to the two-day campus ex-
perience. 













Class of 1967-77 
$ 23,665 $12,335 
PLEDGES MUST BE PAID BY JUNE 30, 1978, TO QUALIFY. 
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Trinity Club 
Plans Auction 
The Trinity Club of Hartford has 
announced plans for its Second Annual 
Scholarship Auction. 
The event will be held on May 14 at 
Vice President Thomas A. Smith's 
home in Hartford. Last year's auction 
netted over $2500 for the Hartford 
Club's scholarship fund. 
According to George P. Lynch, 
activity chairman, "Last year we had 
numerous interesting and amusing 
items to auction, including weekends 
on Cape Cod, 10-speed bikes, antique 
furniture, and an evening in a 
chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce!" 
The Club is again soliciting auction 
items. Donations should have a 
minimum value of $25.00, and should 
not be in the form of discounts toward 
the purchase of something else. Items 
donated must be either new or antique. 
Persons interested in making a 
contribution to this year's auction 
should telephone Donald Reder '69 at 
his office: (203) 233-4435, at home: 
(203) 232-7408, or write to him at P.O. 
Box 152, West Hartford, CT 06107. 
All donations will be acknowledged 
and are tax-deductible. 
Alumni Fund 
Going Strong 
Trinity's Alumni Fund is on its way 
to a record-breaking year. As of 
January 1, midpoint of the campaign, 
alumni had contributed $196,315 to the 
College. This represents 60 percent of 
the total needed to meet the terms of 
the $105,000 challenge grant from the 
Charles A. Dana Foundation. 
The January 1 figure is the largest 
amount ever raised at Trinity in the 
first half of the Alumni Fund campaign 
year. The best previous performance 
was in 1975-76 when alumni raised 
$156,717 in the first six months of the 
drive. 
Under the terms of the Dana in-
centive grant, Trinity · will be given 
$105,000 if the Alumni Fund reaches 
$325,000 by June 30, if 4,300 donors 
contribute, and if substantial dollar 
and participation increases are received 
from the classes of 1967-77. A. Hobart 
Porter '76 has joined the Development 
Office staff for the duration of the 
Dana challenge campaign to work on 
increasing gifts and participation from 
young alumni. 
According to Douglas T. Tansill '61, 
Chairman of Annual Giving, 'The 
response to the Dana Challenge so far 
has been extremely gratifying. Our 
regular donors have been increasing 
their gifts to the Alumni Fund, many 
joining The Founders Society and The 
Anniversary Club, and about one-
third of the gifts to date have been 
from graduates who had not con-
tributed to the Alumni Fund in recent 
years. But despite the tremendous 
start, we are significantly short of the 
goal which must be attained this year. 
We still need over 2300 gifts and 
$129,000 to go over the top." 
Meanwhile, the three other annual 
funds were all ahead of last year'.s 
performance. At year end, the Parents 
Fund stood at $53,426 or 53% of the 
$100,000 goal; Business and Industry 
Associates totalled $22,526; and the 
Friends of Trinity Fund totalled 
$30,063. Together the four annual 
funds provide $520,000 in unrestricted 
monies needed for the current year's 
academic program. 
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Faculty Forecasts Future 
In the year 2000: 
*Nuclear war will be increasingly 
improbable; 
*Computer crime will be one of our 
greatest law-enforcement problems; 
*Family structures will be greatly 
altered; 
*Mind control will be widely ac-
cepted therapy for certain ailments; 
*Private colleges will gain strength 
through mergers; 
*Coronary disease will be treated by 
use of artificial hearts. 
These statements are among the 
predictions of selected Trinity faculty 
members and administrators who were 
asked to speculate upon what we might 
reasonably expect the world to be like 
two decades from now. The responses, 
which give some indication of the 
breadth of faculty interests, were 
necessarily limited to certain fields 
including: energy, religion, family life, 
education, public affairs, health care 
computing, and urban problems. 
COMPUTING 
"Computers will continue to get 
smaller and smarter," according to Dr. 
David Ahlgren, assistant professor of 
engineering. "Micro computers will be 
as common and inexpensive as pocket 
calculators, and we will be able to hold 
two-way conversations with com-
puters in our own language." 
Ahlgren envisiOns significant 
changes in our bill paying procedures 
and banking practices, with shopping 
done without credit cards or cash. 
Vendors will have computer terminals 
in their places of business and when a 
customer wants to make a purchase, 
the store will simply call a central data 
bank to check on the customer's credit 
rating. 
Ahlgren also predicts that home 
computers will be as much a part of 
our complement of household ap-
pliances as TV sets are today. These 
devices will be capable of balancing a 
checkbook, serving as an answering 
service, fire alarm, income tax expert, 
burglar alarm system and home en-
tertainment center. They will make our 
washers, dryers, and televisions sets 
more efficient. Computers will even be 
able to draw our bath water at the 
proper temperature! 
"The new technology may have its 
dangers," Ahlgren says. He is 
especially concerned about the loss of 
privacy which may accompany the 
centralization of individuals' financial 
records. There is great potential for 
abuse of these systems and he expects 
computer crime to be a major law 
enforcement problem. He also an-
ticipates that society will be challenged 
to make good use of the increased 
leisure time provided by the com-
puterization of many routine tasks. 
ENERGY 
"Conservation alone will never solve 
our energy problems," says Dr. Frank 
Egan, associate professor of eco-
nomics. "Despite President Carter's 
enthusiasm for coal production, this 
isn't the entire answer either. New 
sources of energy must be found." 
Egan sees promise in solar power, 
which is becoming economically at-
tractive even more quickly than was 
predicted. Another encouraging 
development involves the use of laser 
beams to process uranium for atomic 
power plant fuel. 
He also points out that concern 
about our energy supply is not a new 
topic in this country. In 1914, the 
Bureau of Mines said our total future 
production of oil would be 5.7 million 
gallons, and in 1939, the U.S. 
Department of the Interior forecast 
that we would be out of domestic oil 
by the 1950's. "False predictions such 
as these not only make one wary about 
making predictions, but they also 
contribute to the public's lack of 
understanding about the energy 
situation," states Egan. 
Egan, who worked for the Federal 
Energy Administration in Washington 
last year, does not see railroads, 
subways or other forms of mass transit 
staging a recovery in the U.S. 
Americans are so attached to private 
means of transportation that Egan sees 
little chance of having fewer vehicles 
on the road by the year 2000. 
HEALTH CARE 
Dr. Joseph Bronzino, Vernon D. 
Roosa Professor of Applied Science, 
expects dramatic changes in our health 
care system. "Hospitals will continue 
to be the site for surgery and acute 
care, but Health Maintenance Or-
ganizations (HMO's) will compete 
with our traditional medical facilities 
for patients. HMO's - prepaid group 
practices set up by physicians and 
corporations - will offer less ex-
pensive medical alternatives. Sub-
scribers will pay fixed fees for treat-
ment the same way we pay yearly 
premiums on our automobile in-
surance. This system contrasts sharply 
with the present system, which charges 
of a fee-for-service basis." 
In spite of the Carter adminis-
tration's interest in comprehensive 
national health insurance, Bronzino 
does not expect such a plan to be 
adopted by the year 2000. He does 
expect, however, that national 
catastropic health coverage will be in 
effect. 
Bronzino, who is director of the 
Trinity-Hartford Graduate Center 
Biomedical Engineering Program, 
foresees that an artificial heart will be 
developed as an alternative to organ 
transplantation. 
-------· 
Along these same lines, he sees a 
revolution in medical instrumentation 
through the adaptatjon of computers 
to diagnostic procedures. For example, 
he envisions a computerized scanning 
device which can check a patient's vital 
signs and general health in a short 
period of time. Such analytical 
equipment will be welcomed by 
patients who now often suffer through 
long, expensive and sometimes painful 
batteries of tests. 
"Biofeedback training - the use of 
mind control to change certain bodily 
processes - will be more common in 
the future," says Bronzino. He cited 
mind-over-body experiments dem-
onstrating that it is possible for in-
dividuals to sense and then alter their 
internal processes such as heart rate, 
blood pressure, muscle tension and 
brain wave activity. "Biofeedback 
could provide the answer for in-
dividuals with migraine headaches, 
insomnia, hypertension, arthritis, and 
other ailments," Bronzino says. 
FAMILY LIFE 
Despite recent reports to the con-
trary, the nuclear family as we know it 
is not destined to make a comeback, 
according to Dr. George Higgins, 
professor of psychology and psy-
chological counselor. 
"By the year 2000 there will be many 
more non-married family units in this 
country," Higgins predicts. "Although 
the legal and social stigmas once 
associated with divorce have 
moderated, the psychological trauma 
accompanying marital break-up has 
not. Those once-divorced will be 
reluctant to try again. Moreover, one 
of the major incentives to marry -
children - will become less compelling 
as people learn to enjoy the economic 
advantages of two-career families." 
Higgins also sees gay rights 
disappearing as an issue. With their 
legal standing protected, homosexuals 
will be assimilated into the population, 
and the need for separate social centers 
will no longer exist. 
"Drugs and alcohol will continue to 
cause serious problems in the United 
States," Higgins maintains. "But I am 
not talking so much about illegal 
drugs, such as heroin or cocaine, as 
about medications for hypertension, 
depression, and insomnia. The pace of 
life and the pressure for success in our 
society continue to grow. As long as 
we treat the symptoms of distress and 
not the problem, namely that we are 
pushing ourselves too hard, we will 
continue to be a drug-oriented 
society." Higgins also believes that by 
the year 2000 marijuana will be used as 
widely and openly as alcohol. 
EDUCATION 
On a more positive note, Higgins 
predicts that more people will be in 
school at the end of the century, and 
that education will be viewed as a life-
long process. "Our leisure time will be 
so greatly increased," he adds, "that 
the opportunities for returning to 
school will be abundant." 
President Theodore D. Lockwood 
shares Higgins' optimism about the 
future of education. "The financial 
future of education in this country is 
basically sound," Lockwood believes, 
"and although the academy may have 
to adopt a leaner style, the people will 
always support education." 
Lockwood also sees an end to the 
concern for equal access to higher 
education because the declining birth-
rate will guarantee a place in college 
for all who should be enrolled. 
Along with improved access will 
come a concern for quality, Lockwood 
opines. He anticipates more stress on 
better writing and reading skills, and 
an emphasis on effective oral com-
munication, as well as closer 
relationships between secondary 
schools and colleges. 
"Between five and ten percent of 
private higher educational institutions 
will close their doors," Lockwood 
predicts. "The differential pricing 
between public and private colleges 
. will put some marginal institutions out 
of business. I also envision a number of 
mergers among private institutions, 
bringing new strength to the in-
dependent sector." 
Trinity's president foresees a crisis in 
graduate professional education as the 
cost of preparing physicians and 
lawyers skyrockets. He expects 
students and taxpayers to demand new 
ways of funding this kind of training. 
"We will also discover that our 
graduate students have been too 
narrowly educated in the last fifteen 
years or so, and universities will begin 
to demand that students broaden their 
study by mastering several fields in 
graduate school," Lockwood believes. 
As for competitive sports, Lock-
wood forecasts that professionalism in 
college athletics will continue. By the 
year 2000 he expects that Division I 
college football will have direct af-
filiations with professional teams. 
RELIGION 
The Rev. Dr. Alan Tull, Trinity 
chaplain and assistant professor of 
religion, foresees controversy and 
polarization in mainstream Christian 
churches continuing well into the next 
century. "The underlying issue," he 
says, "is the relationship of the 
churches to problems of social justice 
such as hunger, poverty and the 
distribution of wealth. This basic 
concern will manifest itself in questions 
like the ordination of women, sexual 
morality and abortion, as well as the 
hierarchical structure in the churches 
and the nature of worship. 
Tull anticipates a growing tender.cy 
among progressives in various 
denominations to work together in 
terms of intercommunion and social 
issues. Conservatives will be more 
likely to emphasize the traditional 
elements which have kept churches 
apart. The evangelical sects will ex-
perience the same tensions between 
those who want to involve their 
religion with social issues and those 
who wish to keep it apart. 
"A major unknown factor," Tull 
suspects, "is the role of the Roman 
Catholic Church and the balance 
between liberals and conservatives 
within its hierarchy. Much will be 
determined by the election of the next 
Pope; another Pope John could exert a 
unifying influence throughout the 
Christian world and have a major 
impact on Christianity at the end of the 
millennium." 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
Dr. Samuel Hendel, professor of 
political science, predicts that wars 
between the superpowers will be in-
creasingly improbable by the year 
2000. "As we gain a deeper un-
derstanding of our nuclear capabilities, 
we will realize that we cannot deploy 
our weapons. A stalemate of terror 
will set in." 
For America, Japan, and much of the 
Western world, Hendel sees the main 
challenges as coping with the problems 
of staglation, mass unemployment and 
urban blight. Failure to find a solution, 
he feels, will lead to a "corporate" state 
of some kind . He also sees it more 
likely that collectivism will survive in 
the Soviet Union, China, and Eastern 
Europe than it is that capitalism will 
continue in its present form in the 
West. 
As for the so-called Third World of 
Africa, Asia, and Latin America, 
"these countries, with few exceptions, 
will continue to wallow in misery and 
despair." 
URBAN AFFAIRS 
And what about cities such as 
Hartford? According to Dr. Andrew J. 
Gold, director of urban and en-
vironmental studies, one possible 
scenario is that the "back to the city" 
movement will continue , giving 
Hartford a revitalized central core, 
with the poor displaced to impacted 
suburbs. 
Gold sees no massive redistribution 
of wealth forthcoming . "If the poor are 
to become viable politically, the courts 
will have to champion their cause," he 
states. 
Gold sees the voucher system for 
schools as a possible solution to inner 
city educational problems. " If the 
decision about where people live is 
separated from where they are 
educated , people might feel more 
inclined to move into areas where 
inferior school systems had dis-
couraged · them in the past." Another 
possibility Gold sees is redrawing city 
boundaries to achieve more effective 
racial and economic integration in the 
schools. 
"The fate of Hartford, " Gold 
concludes, "depends on the vitality of 
the Northeast which , in turn, rests on 
the quality of our human resources . 
Services industries, which are on the 
rise, will require very competent work 
forces with sophisticated training . 
Industry will remain here only if our 
labor force is more highly productive 
and better trained than the manpower 
in other sections of the country." 
Trinity Wins 
Computer A ward 
Trinity ' s computer engineering 
program has been named one of the 
country's best examples of utilizing 
computers in undergraduate in-
struction, according to a study 
sponsored by the National Science 
Foundation. 
The study, conducted by the Human 
Resources Research Organization of 
Alexandria, Virginia, cited Trinity as 
an "exemplar institution" to serve as a 
model for other schools and agencies 
developing computer engineering 
programs. 
According to Dr. August E. Sapega, 
professor of engineering and coor-
dinator of computer services, Trinity 
was cited for its continuing com-
mitment to computing over the past 26 
years, . and the broad range of ap-
plications covered by the comput-
ing program. Student-faculty 
collaboration on computer research 
methods has been one of the out-
standing features of the program. 
Courses requiring computer use 
. were introduced into the Trinity 
curriculum as early as 1951, when the 
mathematics department offered a 
graduate course in numerical analysis 
using computing facilities of what is 
now United Technologies. 
In 1966, the College became one of 
the first to use minic~mputers for 
general academic applications with the 
purchase of its own equipment. In-
creasing support for computing has 
been reflected in the acquisition of two 
larger computers, one partially funded 
by the National Science Foundation. 
Trinity also purchases specialized 
computer services from Yale and 
Dartmouth to supplement the College's 
own equipment. 
During the last academic year there 
were 41 courses at the College in-
volving computer usage. About half of 
these were in the physical sciences and 
mathematics; the remainder in the 
social sciences. Dr. Sapega estimates 
that in a given year more than one-
quarter of Trinity students elect 
courses involving computer usage. 
Faculty Host 
Foreign Visitors 
Trinity recently played host to two 
groups of foreign visitors who came to 
the campus to study different aspects 
of American education . 
Fifteen scholars of American 
literature and history visited the 
campus in October to observe Trinity's 
American Studies program. 
Representing a dozen nations, from 
Portugal to the Philippines, the group 
consisted largely of Fulbright Scholars 
who teach American subject matter in 
their countries. Trinity's American 
Studies program was of interest as a 
possible model for experimental 
programs at the visitors' home cam-
(continued on page 6) 
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THE MOORE FAMILY SHIELD was carved on the last remaining stone block in the 
South Cloister of the Trinity Chapel this winter. The late flenry Moore, Hon. 1948, 
created the Moore Far East collection in the Trinity Library. Mr. Moore requested in 
his will that his shield be shown in the Chapel adjacent to other Far Eastern artifacts. 
The carving, executed by Casimer Michalczyk, is the first such work done in the 
Chapel in many years. 
Poetry Center Pioneers 
Program For Local Youth 
The Trinity College Poetry Center 
will conduct an unusual program this 
spring, with the assistance of a $1,500 
matching grant from the Connecticut 
Commission for the Arts. 
Dabney Stuart, teacher, author, 
poet-in-residence at Washington and 
Lee University, and former editor of 
Shendandoah Magazine will ~e in 
residence at Trinity for about ten days. 
During this time, he will give public 
readings of his poetry at the College 
and in the community, and advise and 
critique the work of Trinity student 
poets. Stuart will also share his time 
with twenty selected students from 
local public and parochial high 
schools. 
English teachers from the par-
ticipating secondary schools are ex-
cited at the prospect of their students 
being part of the program. This is the 
first time a Connecticut college has 
organized a major poetry event which 
includes high school students interested 
in writing poetry. 
Trinity's Poetry Center was 
organized in the early '60's and has 
been responsible for - bringing major 
American poets to the campus, in-
cluding Richard Eberhart, Lawrence· 
Ferlinghetti, W .S. Merwin, Denise 
Levertov, Maxine Kumin, John 
Berryman and Michael Harper. 
"THE PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE" was performed by the Theatre Arts 
Program this winter. The play, directed by assistant professor of theatre arts Roger 
Schumacher, starred Leslie Cooper '78 in the title role. Other members of the cast 
included (left to right) John Thompson '81, Hope Malkan '80, and Katharine Dorsey 
'80. 
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UPWARD BOUND STUDENT Ofelia Figueiredo was the winner of a national 
scholarship to attend the Presidential Classroom for Young Americans in 
Washington, D.C. in February. Ofelia, a senior at Bulkeley High School, has been in 
Trinity's Upward Bound program since 1976. She is pictured here with program 
director William Guzman. The Trinity program, now in its fifth year, provides 
courses and facilities for 100 Hartford area low-income students annually. 
GEORGE CHAPLIN, associate professor and 
director of studio arts, has paintings in the 
American Embassy in Nassau, Bahamas, Port-
au-Prince, Haiti , ai)d Mexico City, Mexico. His 
paintings are now on display in fourteen 
countries. Chaplin is also currently on display at 
the Mattatuck Museum, Waterbury, with some 
of his most recent paintings. 
STEPHEN MINOT, profesor of English (part-
time), is represented in the Winter issue of the 
North American Review with a new short story 
entitled "Once Upon a Time It Was 1937." Minot 
is a contributing editor of theNAR. 
DR. THEODOR M. MAUCH, professor of 
religion, will conduct a series of weekly 
discussions on the Book of Isaiah at the services 
on Sunday at the Federated Church of Orleans, 
Mass. 
THOMAS A . CHAMP, instructor of history 
and intercultural studies, was recently in-
terviewed by WTIC Radio Program "Black 
Viewpoint, " on the celebrations of Christmas in 
the Afro-American Community from 1619 to the 
present. 
DR. ANDREW GOLD, associate professor of 
economics and director of urban and en-
vironmental studies, recently discussed Hart-
ford's economy at a meeting of the Hartford 
League of Women Voters. Gold is a member of 
Hartford's City Planning Commission and 
Chairman of the Regional Planning Commission. 
PRESIDENT LOCKWOOD presented a slide 
show entitled "Kali Gandaki and Students, Too, " 
about his trek in Nepal with Trinity students at 
the Institute of Living. His appearance is part of a 
program recently started to have members of the 
Trinity community present lectures, musical 
events, etc. for the patients at the Institute . 
WILLIAM L. CHURCHILL, director of public 
relations, attended the recent CASE conference 
(Council for Advancement and Support of 
Education) in Hyannis, Mass. He served as 
panelist in a discussion of Public Re-
lations / Public Affairs: "How Can Higher 
Education Deal Effectively with State Legislators 
and Congress?" 
FRANK MARCHESE, athletic equipment 
manager, participated in a medical seminar 
entitled "Sports and your Child" at Mount Sinai 
Hospital (Hartford) in December. Marchese 
discussed the problems of equipment safety. 
DR. GENE LEACH, assistant professor of 
history and Director of American Studies, is a 
member of a group of Connecticut humanists 
planning a 13-week series of television programs 
dealing with the major issues that will face the 
1978 session of the General Assembly. The 
programs are being produced by Connecticut 
Public Television . The project is funded in part 
by the Connecticut Council on the Humanities. 
STEPHEN WOOD, artist in residence, 
recently showed three of his sculptural pieces at 
the Stairwell Gallery at Manchester Community 
College, the Asylum Hill Cooperative Gallery in 
Hartford, and the Slater Museum in Norwich . 
Students majoring in Theatre Arts performed 
the first act of Guare's "House of Blue Leaves" 
under the direction of ROGER SHOEMAKER, 
assistant professor of theatre arts, for the Noon 
Repertory Program at the Center Church House, 
Hartford. 
MILL! SILVESTRI, associate director of the 
news bureau, narrated "L'Histoire d'un Soldat" 
by Stravinsky with the Chamber Orchestra of 
the Hartford Conservatory of Music in 
December. 
DR. FRANCIS J. EGAN, associate professor 
of economics, gave a lecture and led a discussion 
on the current energy situation and proposed 
energy policies for members of various chapters 
of the League of Women Voters. He also was a 
discussant at a session of papers ·on Energy 
Economics at the Southern Economics 
Association's annual meeting in New Orleans in 
November. 
An article by DR. MICHAEL P . SACKS, 
assistant professor of sociology, appeared in the 
November issue of the "Journal of Marriage and 
the Family." The article was entitled "Un-
changing Times: A Comparison of Everyday Life 
of Soviet Working Men and Women Between 
1923and1966." 
Blizzard (ftom page 1) 
day the storm began, we saw 175 
students, most of them suffering from 
flu, which is about three times our 
normal traffic," says Ruth Aronson, 
Head Nurse. "Because of bad road 
conditions, some of our nurses couldn't 
make it into work, although we got 
some assistance in this regard from the 
National Guard." Miss Aronson 
herself worked a sixteen-hour shift on 
the first day of the storm, and besides 
fatigue, her greatest problem was "that 
we ran out of cough medicine." 
"Fortunately," she reported, "there 
were no serious storm-related injuries 
on campus ." 
The College's food service, operating 
with half its full-time staff, also had to 
deal with commodity shortages. "No 
deliveries were made for three days 
following the storm, and we were 
really scrambling, trying to find the 
things we needed," says Jeff Wilson, 
Food Service Director. "Most of our 
suppliers are in Boston and New York, 
and nothing was coming.in from out of 
state. I spent a good deal of my time 
driving around Connecticut, picking 
up what I could. Fortunately, we had 
received a large delivery on the 
morning before the storm, so we were 
in a better position than some other 
large institutions in the area. 
"Of course we don't keep a large 
backlog of perishable goods, so that 
supplies of produce, milk, and meat 
ran low quickly." On Tuesday, Trinity 
Vice President Thomas Smith, owner 
of a four-wheel drive jeep, picked up 
90 gallons of milk at a dairy plant. "By 
Thursday," Wilson continues, "most 
ROBERT A . CALE, visiting artist, ancl' 
director of the Stonington (Conn.) Workshop 
was represented in a group exhibit at the Frascati 
Gallery in Stonington; also, in an exhibition at 
the Westerly Library, Rhode Island, as well as in 
a faculty exhibition at Trinity. One of his nature 
prints is included in the Traveling Exhibition, 
Atelier-17, a 50th Anniversary Retrospective of 
over 150 prints. The show will . be seen at the 
University of Iowa Museum of Art, the Brooklyn 
Museum, the University of Michigan Museum of 
Art and the Krannert Art Museum, University of 
Illinois. The exhibition is supported by a grant 
from the National Endowment for the Arts . 
Three of Cale's prints were recently acquired 
by the Wadsworth Atheneum. 
DR. CLYDE D. MCKEE, JR . , associate 
professor of political science, appeared on 
Channel 18 (TV) recently with Hartford Mayor 
George Athanson. The topic was "Politics: the 
1977 Election. " He also attended the regional 
conference of the American Political Science 
Association in Mt. Pocono, PA, where he 
presented a paper on "Current Party and Interest 
Influences in Connecticut Politics. " 
A book on the Connecticut General Assembly, 
"Perspectives of a State Legislature," edited by 
McKee and compiled by Trinity students, was 
distributed in January. 
Dr. ALBERT I. GASTMANN , associate 
professor of political science, attended the third 
annual Conference of the Caribbean Studies 
Association held in January at the Universidad 
Madre Y Maestra in Santiago in the Dominican 
Republic. Gastmann was chairman of a panel on 
"Social Development: The Quality of Life in the 
Caribbean." 
Dr. RONALD K. GOODENOW, assistant 
professor of education, published an article in 
the "History of Education (London)" on "The 
Progressive Educator as Radical or Con-
servative: GeorgeS. Counts and Race ." Also he 
presented a paper in Atlanta to the Southern 
History of Education Society on "The Southern 
Progressive Educator and the Paradox of Race: 
The Case of William Heard Kilpatrick." He acted 
as co-chairperson for the Symposium on the 
History of Education in the New York City 
Schools at the Institute of Philosophy and 
Politics of Education, Columbia University. 
Connecticut wholesalers were totally 
out of meat. But we had enough so that 
we weren't forced to scale down our 
menus too much ." 
Making the sidewalks and roads of 
the campus passable and safe was, of 
course, a top priority undertaking. 
"Most of our equipment is too small to 
handle the cleanup of a storm the size 
of this one," explains Robert McGlone, 
Chief of Grounds and Equipment. "We 
contracted outside services after the 
storm to help us, but since most of 
these firms had been comandeered by 
the Governor to clear the public 
highways, we had to wait our turn." 
McGlone's nine-man crew worked 
around the clock for a week to clear the 
campus. 
Aetna Grant (from page 1) 
during each General Assembly session, 
who serve as staff assistants to state 
legislators. The legislative interns 
recently produced "Perspectives of a 
State Legislature," a book designed to 
improve public understanding of the 
Connecticut General Assembly . 
Student interns are also working at 
psychiatric facilities and hospitals, 
human services agencies, community 
and neighborhood organizations, and 
in the executive departments of State 
government. 
Students are made aware of in-
ternship possibilities through a 
directory distributed by the Office of 
Community Education each fall. This 
year, nearly 200 internships were 
available. The College expanded its 
commitment to the internship program 
last fall, when Keats Jarmon was hired 
as Trinity's first Internship Coor-
dinator. 
Foreign Visitors (from page 5) 
puses. Their day at Trinity consisted 
largely of talking to Dr. Eugene Leach, 
Director of American Studies and 
Dean of Studies J. Ronald Spencer, 
attending classes , and visiting 
historical landmarks in the City of 
Hartford. The group's U.S. tour in-
cluded visitations at two other cam-
puses with American Studies 
programs, the University of Penn-
sylvania and Yale. 
In January, journalists and 
government information officers from 
eight nations included a stop at Trinity 
in their month-long United States tour 
to study the relationship between the 
government and the press in this 
country. Dr . Clyde McKee, Associate 
Professor of Political Science hosted 
the group. The foreign visitors also met 
with student representatives of The 




Plans for the newly expanded 
Trinity Library make provision for a 
medieval studies room in honor of Dr. 
Norton Downs, Professor of History. 
The project originated with John E. 
McKelvy '60, a friend and former 
student of Professor Downs. McKelvy 
is spearheading the effort to raise 
$75,000 to fund the room . 
The medieval . studies room will 
contain Dr. Downs' rare Sir Walter 
Scott collection. Probably the best 
collection of its kind in private hands, 
it includes numerous first editions and 
Scott memorabilia, plus over seventy 
manuscripts and letters, many of 
which are unpublished. Professor 
Downs will also contribute modern 
books about Scott as well as other 
early first editions. 
The setting will be unique thanks to 
Mr. McKelvy who has provided hand-
carved wood panelling for the walls. 
As well as housing the Scott collection, 
the medieval studies room will be used 
(continued on page 7) 
R.A. Program 
Is Expanded 
An expanded Resident Assistants 
program will be instituted next fall to 
improve the quality of dormitory life 
and encourage better communications 
on campus. Resident assistants are 
students who are trained to provide 
general counselling and assistance to 
other undergraduates living in the 
College's dormitories . 
According to director of residential 
services Kristina Dow, resident 
assistants are assigned only to new 
students, under the present system. 
Currently , there are 31 resident 
assistants residing in the seven dor-
mitories which house freshmen . Each 
assistant is assigned approximately 15 
new students, and their responsibilities 
lie primarily in the area of peer 
counselling . 
Next year, there will be 48 resident 
assistants plus four resident coor-
dinators housed in each of Trinity's 23 
dormitories . Under the expanded 
program, "RA' s" will be responsible 
for programming of dorm activities, 
presenting student opinion on issues 
relating to residential life, selected 
security and maintenance functions , as 
well as counselling . A rotating "on call" 
schedule will be established to provide 
an after-hours information network 
among the student body. Resident 
assistants will be expected to work 
with administrators by reporting 
damage and unsafe conditions in the 
dorms, controlling dormitory funds, 
and disseminating information per-
taining to fire hazards and prevention . 
Students will be selected from the 
three upper classes on the basis of 
personal qualities as well as academic 
performance. Compens.ation will 
. ,include $600 per academic year ($900 
for resident coordinators) and free 
telephone installation. 
According to Dow, next year's 
"RA's" will receive the bulk of their 
training before school re-opens in late 
August. The decision to expand the 
program came "because we recognized 
the need for better communications in 
the dorms and because we sense there 
is need for peer ' counselling among 
upperclassmen," Dow explained. 
Medieval (from page 6) 
for seminars, small classes, and study. 
Gifts totalling $29,000 have come in 
from around the world , including a 
contribution from the National Library 
of Scotland. All those interested in 
participating in this effort should 
contact John McKelvy through the 
College's Development Office. 
Men's Basketball (from page 16) 
The balloon was burst when the 
Bants suffered one point losses to 
W .P.I. (73-72 in overtime) and 
Wesleyan (60-59) on successive nights. 
Road losses to nationally ranked teams 
Brandeis (101-72) and Tufts (109-68), 
and a 91-87 loss to Queens set the stage 
for an explosive end to the season . 
Coast Guard, which had begun the 
season with 13 straight wins, brought a 
16-2 record, 100 Cadet fans and its 
bear mascot to Ferris Athletic Center. 
The Coasties built a 39-30 halftime 
lead before the Bantams came to life. 
Spurred on by a large and boisterous 
crowd, Artie Blake poured in 19 
second half points to lead his team to 
its second major upset, 72-66. 
Trinity almost gave a repeat per-
formance in the season finale against 
the University of Hartford. The 
Bantams led for three quarters of the 
game before the Hawks overcame their 
shock and squeaked out the victory by 
an 81-76 score. Trinity seniors playing 
their final game . were Blake, Larry 
Wells (21 points to lead Trinity), Jack 
Thompson, Steve Krasker, George 
Smith, Bob Rosenfield, John Bridge, 
and captain Paul McBride, who 
received a standing ovation when he 
fouled out in the final minutes . 
Blake led the team in scoring for the 
second consecutive year with a 15.2 
point average. Dave Whalen '79 was 
close behind at 13.0 and Wells 
averaged 10.2 points per game. Blake 
and Whalen were the top rebounders 
averaging slightly over 5 per game 
each . Krasker and Wells were the top 
playmakers handing out 55 and 53 
assists, respectively. 
Women's Basketball (from page 16) 
the slow start .and evened their slate at 
3-3 by defeating Wesleyan, Con-
necticut College, and Vassar in a five 
day period. The next streak was one of 
losses against Sacred Heart, Westfield 
State, Brown and Williams. With a 3-7 
record, Trinity had games remaining 
against Smith, Hartford, and Amherst. 
The female hoopsters outplayed a 
much taller Smith team for an easy 
win, and closed out their season with a 
victory over Amherst. 
Sandwiched between those two wins 
was the game against arch-rival 
UHartford. Hartford had won 11 of its 
12 games, but that fact did not overly 
impress the scrappy Trinity squad 
which played its finest game in up-
setting the Hawks by a 58-48 score. 
Captain Nancy McDermott was the 
only senior on the 6-7 team, so there is 
much cause foi future optimism. 
SCENES from "Uncommon Women and Others," a highly acclaimed play by 
Wendy Wasserstein, were filmed on the campus in January. The . play will be 
broadcast over public television this spring. A number of Trinity s.tudents were 
included as extras in the filming. 
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Student Profile 
Trinity Superwoman Leaps 
From Sport To Sport 
The following article was written by 
Th e Hartford Co urant's college 
sportswriter, Woody Anderson. It is 
reprinted with permission from the 
February 8 issue of The Courant . 
What Lanier Drew needs hasn't been 
invented yet, a combination basketball 
uniform and swim suit. 
The 5-foot 5-inch , 120 pound 
sophomore at Trinity College has the 
rare distinction of participating in two 
sports at the same time. 
Sometimes she feels like Clark Kent 
in a phone booth , changing into 
Superman. 
Late For Swim 
The Vassar basketball team was a 
half-hour late getting to Trinity for a 4 
p.m . game one day last week. That 
bothered swim coach Chet McPhee. "I 
tried to stall our meet with Wesleyan as 
long as possible that night." 
At the last minute he ran downstairs 
to the basketball game and begged to 
have Miss Drew leave the game early 
so she could swim in the opening relay . 
She left the basketball game with three 
minutes to play. While she changed 
from her basketball uniform into her 
swim suit in a stairwelL the first leg of 
the relay had already gon~ off. She 
made it in time for her leg and not only 
helped win the event but set a school 
record in the process. 
Maybe a Little 
"Some people think I'm crazy," said 
the Florida native. "And I sort of do 
too, I guess ." 
Miss Drew has become proficient in 
both sports and despite spending half 
her day in the Ferris Athletic Center, 
she has maintained an A-minus 
average in Greek and Latin. She knows 
only three other sophomores who have 
that major. She doesn't know anyone 
who plays two sports at the same time. 
"But there must be somebody who 
SWIMMING: 
Dunked By Flu 
The men's swim team had high 
hopes for success in 1978, primarily 
due to the return of eight lettermen. 
Their optimism appeared well founded 
when the swimmers began the season 
with consecutive wins over Union, 
Nichols and Wesleyan. 
Disaster struck the squad in the form 
of a flu epidemic which plagued the 
swim team through the remainder of its 
schedule. Coach Bob Slaughter was no 
longer able to swim the same lineup 
which won the opening three meets. 
The only other victory carne when 
Bryant College forfeited a scheduled 
meet. Losses to M.I. T . , Babson, 
W.P.I., Central Connecticut, Tufts 
and Amherst brought the final record 
to 4-6. 
Bright spots for the mermen carne in 
the form of two new Trinity records. 
Scott Bowden '81 set a new mark in the 
1000 yard freestyle with a clocking of 
10:58.5 . The 400 yard medley relay 
team of Bowden, Franck Wobst '80, 
does," she said . 
Owns Six Records 
Miss Drew owns six individual 
records and is part of two relay records 
on McPhee's swim team. And on 
Robin Sheppard's basketball team, she 
is the point guard, best ball handler, 
and top stealer. 
"As far as we're both concerned," 
said S}leppard, "Chet and I can't win _ 
without her . She's vital to both teams ." 
Turned Down Ivies 
In high school Miss Drew played 
basketball and swam but the sports fell 
in different seasons. She wanted to 
play both sports in college, too . She 
could have gone to Yale or Princeton, 
but she would have had to make a 
choice of sports. 
"We .told her she could play both 
sports here," said McPhee. "We told 
her it would be inconvenient but 
possible ." 
Before McPhee makes out his swim 
schedule each year, he checks out the 
women's basketball schedule . 
"She practices both sports every day 
and puts great academic pressure on 
herself, too. I don't know how the heck 
she does it," said McPhee. 
Six-Hour Stint 
Miss Drew has been at both sports 
since Nov. 1. On some days Sheppard 
has called double sessions for her 
basketball team. On those days, Miss 
Drew spent four hours at basketball 
and two hours swimming. 
Last fall , Miss Drew was the only 
woman at Trinity to run cross-
country. She trained with the men's 
team. In one race, she beat women's 
teams from Coast Guard and Eastern 
Connecticut and in a 10,000-meter race 
in Boston, she placed 60th in a field of 
2,200. 
She'll play softball this spring. 
They All Watch 
" Her teammates think it ' s 
astonishing, " said Sheppard. "The 
basketball players watch her swim, 
and the swim team watches her play 
basketball. And she's a lifeguard from 
6 p.m . to 10 p.m. I guess she does most 
of her studying in the pool balcony. 
"She is the best female athlete we've 
had here in quite a while ." 
"I wish I could have helped the 
football team, too," sighed Trinity's 
version of Didrikson Zaharias. 
She means it , too . 
Fred Eberle '81, and Kent Reilly '79 
broke that record with a time of 3:53.3. 
The only senior on the team was 
captain Scott MacDonald, so there is 
hope that the young swimmers will 
improve and produce success in the 
future. 
The women's swim team produced a 
fine 5-5 season in their quest for varsity 
status. · 
Men's Squash (from page 16) 
Cornell 7-2, and Franklin and Marshall 
8-1, while dropping a 5-4 match to 
Stony Brook. 
Losses to Yale (9-0), Amherst (5-4) 
and Williams (8-1) brought the record 
to 7-5. Trinity defeated M.I.T. 8-1 for 
its final win . The regular season ended 
with losses to Princeton (9-0) and 
Army (5-4), bringing the record to its 
final state with only the National 
Championships remaining to be 
played. 
The junior varsity squad played 
admirably, winning eight of its eleven 
matches. 
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Class Notes 
REMINDER ... Help your Class Secretary 
by sending a news item about yourself or 
your classmates to the Alumni Office -
we'D gladly send them along for the 
Secretary's writeup for the Reporter. 
ENGAGEMENTS 
1974 FRED A. FRANCIS to Leslie Elaine 
Cobb 
1975 DEBORAH LYNNE MORRIS to 
Bruce Zakheim 
1976 ROBERT COTTRELL BUFFUM, Jr. 
to Linda Ann DePatie 
1976-1976 REBECCA DUNN to REYNOLDS 
ONDERDONK 
1976 GERALD LaPLANTE to Nancy M. 
Hart 
WAYNE P. SOKOLOSKY to 
Virginia Lee Savastano 
1977 MARK CRAIG GERCHMAN to 
Lisa Mary Grevstad 
PETER SWITCHENKO to Patricia 
Kraczkowsky 
1978 ROBERT D. CLAFLIN to Joan E. 
Poirier 
WEDDINGS 
1954 PHILIP C. WARD to Stephanie Chase 
Rowbotham, June 18, 1977 
1964 RICHARD HALLOWELL to Laura B. 
Wick, July 22, 1977 
DOUGLAS W. CRAIG to Jennifer 
Davis, October 1, 1977 
1971 JOSEPH B. EWBANK to Linda 
Cocklin, June, 1977 
1972 GREGORY P. SAMMONS to 
Margaret Duncan Holt, September 10, 
1977 
PETER ROBERT BLUM to Sarah 
Randolph Fitzgerald, October 15, 
1977 
1973 RICHARD W. JOHANSEN to Bar-
bara L. Kelley, August 20, 1977 
1974-1975JEAN WIERZBICKI '74 to MICHAEL 
J. BARRY '75, September 10, 1977 
1975 DAMIEN T . DAVIS to Allyson 
Russell, OctoberS, 1977 
CHESTER BERGER DERR III to Jo 
Ann Simons, September 4, 1977 
JOHN MIESOWITZ to Christina E. 
Weaver,August20, 1977 
1975-1977NELSON I. PERRY '75 to 
ELIZABETH A. LANCRAFT '77, 
February 18, 1978 
1976-1976 HELEN TODD PLAIT to GEOFFREY 
ROLLEN BOOTY, October 15, 1977 
1976 MICHAEL E. O'HARE to Sarah E. 
Fothergill, August 21, 1976 








Chester, October 8, 1977 
BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Schumacher, son, 
Scott Randy, January 15, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. Herman, 
son, David Scott, October 3, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Brewster Stetson, Jr., 
daughter, Amy Winslow, September 
17, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Gardner, 
daughter, Sarah Diane, September 
1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Leghorn, son, 
October 22, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. William Minot, 
daughter, Elizabeth Draper, February 
17, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Ratcliffe, son, 
Michael Lee, April23, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Roberts, 
daughter, Erin Elizabeth, September 
14, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Castellani, 
daughter, Elizabeth Anne, November 
9, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Skip Bridges, daughter, 
Jamie Elizabeth, September 14, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Grinnell , 
daughter, Robin Gamble, July 14, 
1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hoffman, 
daughter, Kai Marty, March 21, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. William Thompson, 
son, Robert William, October 7, 1977 
COMMENCEMENT 
· May 28, 1978 
1971 The Rev. and Mrs. James C. Amis, 
son, Gregory Patrick James, October 
20, 1977 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephan Lanfer 
(NORMA SCHREIBER), son, Peter 
Thacher, September 29, 1976 
1971-1973Mr. and Mrs. Noah Starkey (GER-
TRUDE HARHA Y), daughter Sep-
temberl , 1977 
1972 Mr. and Mrs. Michael Eanes, son, 
Christopher Michael, August 12, 1976 
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Gladstein, 
daughter, Hannah Beth 
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Tranquillo, 
son, Anthony, March 26, 1977 
1973 Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Loney, son, 
Kevin Anthony, May 5, 1977 
1975-1975Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Brewster 
(SYLVIA FALLOW), son, Alexander 
Yates, May1, 1977 
MA 1968 Mr. and Mrs. Barry Curran, daughter, 
Courtney Anne, March 1977 
MA 1973 Mrs. Susan L. McCann, son, Timothy 
John, August 9, 1977 
16 Mr. Erhardt G. Schmitt 41 Mill Rock Road New Haven, CT 06511 
I am sorry to report the passing on of another 
of our 1916 stalwarts. This time it was "Vic" 
DeNEZZO on December 12, 1977. A most in-
teresting and able fellow, you all remember him 
particularly at 1916 reunions when he kept us all 
together and made everyone tell something 
interesting (hopefully) about himself. I hope you 
all saw a full report on "Vic" in the Hartford 
papers and in the Trinity Reporter. 
Sorry not to have met any classmates at the 
Trinity-Wesleyan game . A most unhappy affair! 
Let us hope the Athletic Association comes up 
with some bright ideas about changing the trend 
upward! 
18 
HENRY BEERS writes that their winter ad-
dress (from late October to late April) is 5000 
East Grant Road, #229, Tucson, Arizona 85712 
and that he and Dorothy will be glad to hear 
from any of their friends who are visiting 
Tucson. 
WOOLSEY and Margaret POLLOCK audited 
a graduate course at Trinity entitled, 'The Study 
of English" and enjoyed it very much. 
19 Mr. Clinton B. F. Brill Route 13, Box 227 Tallahassee, FL 32303 
STANLEY LEEKE, retired for the past 15 
years, has been spending the winters at Treasure 
Island in Florida. 
20 Mr. Joseph Hartzmark 2229 St. James Parkway Cleveland Heights, OH 44118 
SIDNEY WHIPPLE was recently named life 
member of the advisory board of the Salvation 
Army in Hartford. 
21 
Mr. Beaufort R. L. Newsom 
31 Park Avenue 
Fen wood 
Old Saybrook, CT 06475 
"PETE" RANSOM has sold his winter home in 
Largo, Florida and is residing full-time in good 
old Windsor and near the College. 
22 Mr. Henry T. Kneeland 75 Doncaster Road · Bloomfield, CT 06002 
NED KENDALL writes that they have sold 
their home of 40 years and moved into an 
apartment. Maintenance of the property was too 
much for his aging body. New address is 3662 
Ingersoll Ave., Apt. 208, Des Moines, Iowa 
50312. They enjoyed their annual trip to Belfast, 
Northern Ireland to visit their son, his wife and 
four grandchildren . 
23 Mr. James A. Calano 35 White Street Hartford, CT 06114 
BISHOP CONNIE GESNER was honored on 
the 50th anniversary of his ordination to the 
priesthood on November 6 at a brunch which 
followed the 10:00 a.m . service at St. Andrew's 
Church in Longmeadow, Mass., where he .now 
resides . Connie was elected bishop-coadjutor of 
South Dakota in 1945 and bishop in 1970. He is 
supposed to be retired, but the Episcopalians 
won't let him rest, calling on him for substitute 
and confirmation services throughout New 
England. Congratulations to our good bishop 
whom we all love! 
WALTER BERUBE is still going strong. He 
spends six or seven weeks every winter in Florida 
visiting relatives in Lakeland, St. Petersburg, and 
Sarasota. Nice going Walter! The only time I see 
Florida is when I'm watching the Gator Bowl or 
Orange Bowl on TV. 
AL MERRITT and JIM CALANO attended the 
Eighteenth Annual Banquet of the Trinity Club 
of Hartford on November 10 at the College. It 
was a huge success drawing the largest number 
ever. A delightful happy hour was held at the 
Faculty Club prior to a delicious dinner in 
Hamlin Hall. Attorney STAN MARCUSS 163, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary at the Department of 
Commerce was the principal speaker. His talk 
dwelled on our oil crisis and the world's 
dependence on the OPEC nations for its energy . 
He declared that we would overcome our energy 
problems only by a return to our basic principles 
of fortitude and determination . 
24 Mr. Thomas J. Quinn 364 Freeman St. Hartford, CT 06106 
MORRIS MANCOLL has retired from 
medical pradice. JOHN H. YEOMANS, retired 
Tolland County Superior Court Clerk, was 
honored recently by the Connecticut Bar 
Association for 50 years of membership in the 
legal group. 
ELMER MULFORD writes that he is still the 
only Buick dealer in Bridgeton, N .J. The Buick 
franchise in Bridgeton has been exclusive in the 
Mulford family since 1919, and he has been the 
dealer since 1935. He has four grandchildren and 
another one on the way. 
25 Mr. Raymond A. Montgomery North Racebrook Road Woodbridge, CT 06525 
The NICK SAMPONAROS are enjoying life. 
During the past year they visited the Orient on a 
deluxe trip all the way - Tokyo, Hong Kong -
the works. I can't begin to describe what a lovely 
trip they had. Later they went to Barbados, part 
business and part pleasure. I saw them recently 
and both looked great; neither look their age. 
Nick continues to practice medicine in 
Torrington, but they live in Litchfield. 
After the Wesleyan game a few of us were 
"revived" at DAVE HADLOW'S cocktail party 
and buffet. It was a very nice affair at Dave's 
beautiful home in West Hartford. Karl and 
Ginny Kurth, the Don Millers , the Tony 
Trainers, the Bob Plumbs (parents of Bob 
Plumb , Trinity's great hockey player and 
kicker) , the HENRY MOSES '28, Virginia Gray, 
ex-president of Friends of Trinity Rowing, BART 
WILSON '37, and others were there including 
several future prospects forT rinity. 
During the football season many Twenty-
fivers were seen especially at the Homecoming 
game with Williams. I personally missed MOE 
LISCHNER, little knowing that he was ill with a 
heart attack. Fortunately he has recovered and 
proved it on the night of December 29 at the 
Cliffside Country Club in Avon where Moe and 
Freda entertained the SAMPONAROS, Gladys 
O'Brien, GEORGE MALCOLM-SMITH and 
YOUR SECRETARY and Olga at cocktails and 
dinner. I sincerely hope that Moe congratulated 
the chef for such a wonderful meal. Thank you 
Moe and Freda for a nice evening. Moe an-
nounced his retirement from the practice of 
medicine that evening and we all wish him well 
during his leisure years. He and Freda are going 
to the Caribbean or Florida this winter for a few 
weeks' vacation . 
I received a nice note from TED and Elizabeth 
JONES . Ted, who finally retired from medicine, 
and his mate are enjoying life at their home in 
Yarmouth Port , on Cape Cod, especially now 
since the summer crowd is gone. Their son is a 
Lieutenant Commander in the Coast Guard and 
is a graduate of Dartmouth College. They send 
their best to all Twenty-fivers for a good New 
Year. 
AL BIRCH writes that he has three grandsons 
in college . They are at the University of 
California at Berkeley , Claremont Men ' s 
College, and · the University of Hawaii. Two 
more grandsons and a granddaughter to go . It 
seems only yesterday that we saw AI leggin' his 
way around the running track. You know AI is 
one of our great milers and is still in good 
physical shape. 
KEN SMITH recently sent me three Spalding 
official football guides, 1902, 1907 and 1908, to 
be turned over to the College . Trinity's captain, 
manager and coach are tabulated in the 1908 
issue as well as the schedule including games with 
West Point, Holy Cross and Cornell; the 1902 
schedule shows Dartmouth and Yale - we 
played the Big ones in those days. These items 
are interesting and add to Trinity's memorabilia . 
If any of you fellows have anything pertaining to 
Trinity of interest, please send it along and I will 
see that it gets to the proper place at our College. 
Trinity hopes to have an "Alumni House" that 
will have a Memorabilia Room which will ex-
pand Trinity's tradition. 
YOUR SECRETARY and his Olga again 
sponsored the annual Trinity dub of New 
Haven Sports Night on December 8 at their home 
in Woodbridge . There were 33 very promising 
multiple sport athletes who attended, most 
making application for the Class of 1982. The 
football coaching staff did a superb job in in-
troducing the prospective students to Trinity and 
sryowing pictures of the College and highlights of 
the 1977 football season .. Also in attendance were 
prominent alumni , three fathers of prospects and 
a couple of Trinity undergraduates. The evening 
ended with liquid refreshments, assorted sand-
wiches and a variety of cakes. . 
To those of you who haven't sent any notes in 
recently, please do so. Your classmates read the 
notes as probably you do and are interested in 
knowing what you are up to these days. 
26 Mr. l\' \.c >s Parke 18 Van Buren A venue West Hartford, CT 06107 
To hear from one another or communicate as 
we nowadays like to term good old-fashioned 
caring and concerning ourselves for each other 
prompts me to tell you good friends how great it 
was to hear a good word at Christmastime from: 
The Rev. FRANCIS & Marion PRYOR III, Dr. 
ADRIAN & Dodie AVITABILE, JIMMY & Betty 
BURR (keeping up the fine golfing). HARRY & 
Ruth WALLAD, HAROLD & Miriam MESSER, 
DICK & Peggy FORD, GEORCE & Jane 
FARRELL, NORM & Jean PITCHER (\<eeping up 
right well healthwise) , BEN & Elizabeth 
WARNER (keeping up right well healthwise), 
KEN & Sandra STUER, HERB & Peg NOBLE, 
ELWOOD & Ide RIDER, HOWARD & Doris 
TULE, BILL & Georgie NICOL. 
Also you all will agree it was mighty fine for us 
to hear from a few of the beloved wives of our 
dear classmates who have "gone on": Frank 
Aikin's dear wife , Virginia; Milton Pellet's dear 
wife, Dorothea; Phil Fenn' s dear wife, Mary. 
And now how about giving us all the pleasure 
of hearing from some of the rest of you good 
classmates? 
Your SECRETARY is grateful to have had the 
opportunity to express the drawing for this year's 
Christmas card for the Mechanics Savings Bank 
of Hartford, portraying the now historical 
landmark of the residence of our great beloved 
The Rev. Dr . John R. McCook, revered and 
admired by all Trinitarians of his era . 
DAVE LOEFFLER appreciates and thanks the 
members of the class for their remembrances. 
27 
Mr. Winthrop H . Segur 
Park Ridge Apt. 516 
1320 Berlin Turnpike 
Wethersfield, CT 06109 
Seems as though it's as difficult to get 
classmates to send in news about their doings as 
it was to get them to anti-up the class dues prior 
to our 50th. However, I did receive a nice note 
from STAN BELL. He was in Hartford for AD''S 
100th celebration and the Wesleyan debacle but 
was kept so busy by his fraternity brothers that 
he just didn't have a chance to get in touch. For 
years , Stan has been our numero uno 
correspondent. 
So a tardy Happy New Year to all 1927ers! 
Your SECRETARY hopes that one of your 
unbroken resolutions will be to keep him in-
formed of your comings, goings and doings 
during 1978. 
28 Mr. Royden C. Berger· 53 Thomson Road West Hartford, CT 06107 
Our belated congratulations to SCOTT and 
Bettie ALFORD on their 50th wedding an- · 
niversary, August 2, 1977. The Alfords have five 
children, fourteen grandchildren and two great 
grandchildren. Scott retired six years ago from 
Hamilton Standard of Windsor Locks, Con-
necticut, where he was an industrial engineering 
supervisor. Scott belongs to the Hartford Chess 
Club and the Connecticut Chess Association; 
another hobby is genealogy . 
RAY BURTON raises Morgan horses for sale 
and show. He owns and operates the R-Bar-B 
Ranch in East Canaan, Connecticut. Visitors to 
the ranch are welcome . His horse "R-Bar-B 
Charley Brown," is a Connecticut state cham-
pion. Ray has retired from the Faxon Engineering 
Co. of West Hartford, of which he was president 
and is now chairman of the board. 
OWINGS STONE is now serving as part-time 
associate at St. Martin's Church, Providence, 
Rhode Island . He retired recently , having been 
rector of St. John's Church, Barrington , Rhode 
Island for many years. 
BOB GRAY is still president of Gray & Prior 
Machine Co. His son works with him and his 
daughter runs a small cattle ranch in the state of 
Washington. He has three grandchildren. 
AREA ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES 
PROVIDENCE..... .. A reception at the home of Phil and Mimi Nash was held on 
December 6th. Ronald Spencer, Dean of Studies, addressed a 
lively group of alumni and parents. 
BOSTON. . . . . . . . . . . On December 8th a record-breaking turnout attended the annual 
meeting at the New England Aquarium. President Lockwood 
and several members of the administration were in attendance. 
NEW HAVEN . . . . . . . Thirty-three outstanding high school athletes were hosted by 5he 
Trinity Club of New Haven at its annual sports night on 
December 8th at the Woodbridge home of Ray and Olga 
Montgomery. The prospective students were joined by alumni, 
current undergraduates, parents and Trinity coaches. The 
coaching staff discussed various aspects of the College and 
Coach Don Miller provided a running commentary on filmed 
highlights of the 1977 football season. 
HARTFORD . . . . . . . . A very successful cocktail party for alumni graduating in the '70s 
was held on January 18th at the Stowe Day House. 
NEW YORK. . ....... The annual dinner was held on January 31st at the Gotham 
Hotel. Over 100 alumni and parents gathered to hear remarks by 
President Lockwood. Tom Johnson '61 was elected president and 
would be happy to hear from alumni interested in becoming 
active members of the local club (tel.: [212] 770-4661). 
DALLAS . . . . . . . . . . . Sunday, February 19th was the date of a successful reception 
hosted by Claire and Bill Quortrup. President Lockwood had an 
opportunity to address the group. 
HOUSTON . . . . . . . . . The Hilton School of Hotel and Restaurant Management was the 
setting for a reception on February 20th for alumni, parents and 
friends. President Lockwood shared his thoughts about the 
College with the group. 
ATLANTA Carol and Wade Close hosted a very successful reception and 
dinner at their home on February 21st. President Lockwood 
addressed the enthusiastic gathering. 
MIAMI ........... . On February 22nd a reception for alumni, parents and friends 
was held at the Marriott Hotel. President Lockwood engaged in a 
question and answer session with the group. 
BOSTON . ... .. . . . . . The first monthly luncheon in cooperation with Williams, 
Amherst and Skidmore Colleges was held on February 22nd. 
FORT LAUDERDALE . The Fort Lauderdale Press Club was the unusual setting for the 
meeting on February 23rd . A lively discussion ensued with 
President Lockwood and the alumni present. 
PALM BEACH .... . . . 
PHILADELPHIA ..... 
On February 24th, Lesley and William Hardy hosted a successful 
reception at their attractive home for an outstanding group of 
alumni and parents. President Lockwood addressed the group. 
The annual dinner was held on March 10th at the Merion Cricket 
Club. 
PITTSBURGH ...... . The Duquesne Club was the setting for alumni, parents and 
friends on March 15th. 
CLEVELAND .. : .. . .. Cathy and Dick Mecaskey hosted a reception at their home on 
March 16th forT rinity alumni, parents and friends . 
CHICAGO ...... . .. . The Trinity Club of Chicago held its annual dinner on March 
17th at the Chicago Athletic Club. 
HARTFORD ... . ... . 
'N 
The Trinity Club of Hartford will hold its annual auction at the 
home of Marion and Tom Smith on Sunday, May 14th. 
29 Mr. James V. White 22 Austin Road Milford, CT 06460 
GEORGE HEY, a retired school administrator, 
occasionally does substitute teaching. He is also 
a member of Goals Committee in Derry, New 
Hampshire. Last fall he attended three Trinity 
games, but was not impressed with the team. 
31 Robert P . Waterman 148 Forest Lane Glastonbury, CT 06033 
GEORGE MACKIE has been appointed to the 
Phelps Community Project Committee, an 
agency serving the needs of the elderly in the 
town of Hamden. 
32 Julius Smith, D.M.D. 242 Trumbull St. Hartford, CT 06103 . 
At our 4Sth reunion- were: HANK and Betsy 
PHIPPEN with the whole clan - CLARK' 60 and 
LEIGHTON '81. TED and Anne SLATER (very 
tan) and CPA's TOM and "Muff" BURGESS. 
Joining the group at lunch were NAT and 
Clara ABBOTT, HUGH and Sally CAMPBELL, 
EV and Ruth GLEDHILL, KEITH and Betty 
FUNSTON and Judge WALTER SIDOR, who 
won a free football ticket. 
ROLAND .GLEDHILL '56 was with his folks 
along with Jennifer, a potential '82. 
RALPH and Gladys CHRISTY also made the 
luncheon and at other times during the weekend 
we saw BILL CARLTON, the BILL GRAIN-
GERS, VIC OUELLETTE, RAY ADAMS, 
STEVE ELLIOT and JOE FONT ANA. 
All in a ll a very successful reunion. 
34 Charles A. Tucker, M.D. 7 Wintergreen Lane West Hartford, CT 06117 
JOHN KELLY, your class agent and one of 
Trin's illustrious ends, was recently honored as a 
member of an undefeated Hartford High School 
football team of some fifty years ago. 
BERT HOLLAND has returned from a six-
week-trip to Germany and reports with 
justifiable pride that his wife has been awarded a 
major research grant. It sounds as though Bert is 
enjoying his retirement. 
BILL FARRELL recently retired from the 
Aetna, plans to remain in the Hartford area and 
continue his interest in that most important 
health insurance field and legislative matters . 
BILL HARING, from all reports, lets no grass 
grow under his feet, being a vestryman as well as 
on the board of governors of two clubs at Hilton 
Head, South Carolina . He has had to cut his golf 
playing down to once a day. 
We may be getting on a bit but f\'e"are hanging 
in there, thanks to modern medicine. Along with 
announcements of retirement, my new category 
is in the spare parts department. 
Colonel JOHN DONLEY with a new "total 
hip" is now playing golf again after a three-year-
layoff. 
Your president, CHUCK KINGSTON, has a 
new thumb joint good for hitching rides and 
soon for holding a golf club. 
35 Mr. AlbereW. Baskerville 73 Birchwood Dr. Derry, NH 03038 
STEVE COFFEY reports daughter Susan's 
marriage on June 18 last. Steve also mentions an 
added chore in his busy life - accounting in-
structor at Morse School of Business in Hartford. 
HARRY OLSON, whom your SECRETARY 
saw at the Trin-Wes debacle, has recently retired 
from the Hartford Insurance Group after a long 
and successful stint - I believe that was the only 
place he's worked. 
Also saw and talked briefly with CHAPPlE 
WALKER and SHED McCOOK. Shed mentioned 
that he had recently seen Bermudian TERRY 
MOWBRAY. 
Another recent retiree is MALCOLM GOSLEE 
from Aetna Insurance Co . Congratulations! 
Also, CHARLIE HAASER retired in November 
from Combustion Engineering. He is looking 
forward to traveling here and there in a travel 
trailer. 
VERNON BROWN retired from business six 
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church and historical work. This is his 40th year 
as diocesan Episcopal convention delegate. 
Of special interest to us '35ers is word that the 
William Henry Warner Scholarship is alive and 
thriving. I received a letter from the 1978 
recipient, Margaret E. O'Connell. She is the 
daughter of a 1951 alumnus who kindled her 
interest in Trinity and its campus by bringing her 
to Trinity football games. Margaret is a senior 
pre-med . 
Right now would be a good time to send a 
check for that scholarship which we founded. 
36 
BOB McKEE reports that four months 
following a heart attack he has resumed activities 
almost on a full scale basis in his industrial realty 
firm. He observes a strict diet and a daily exercise 
regimen including a small amount of jogging. His 
principal interest is following the singing careers 
of his daughters, Constance and Robin. His wife, 
Zo, is well . 
37 Mr. Robert M. Kelly 33 Hartford Ave. Madison, CT 06443 
Our 40th Reunion went very well with a 
goodly number returning for part or all of the 
weekend. In addition, HARRY SANDERS, our 
reunion chairman, received many "Sorry, 
but ... " messages which were good to read. 
CARL LINDELL from Florida probably came the 
farthest distance. 
BOB GAGNON recently took an early 
retirement from Pratt and Whitney and is 
looking forward to some travel including the 
Arctic, Europe and the Middle East as he pursues 
his hobby- early history . Bob's home base will 
continue to be 125 Newbury St., Hartford. 
JOHN BANKS will be retiring from the 
ministry soon and plans to relocate in Chapel 
Hill , North Carolina where two of his children 
reside. John will not continue in the active 
ministry there but is considering youth coun-
seling where he has had both experience and 
satisfaction. 
38 Mr. James M. F. Weir 27 Brook Rd. Woodbridge, CT 06525 
JOHN BRENNAN, Judge of (Conn.) Court of 
Common Pleas, was one of eight judges of the 
Common Pleas Court sent to the National 
College of the State Judiciary (University of 
Nevada, Reno) for three weeks last fall. 
HARVEY RAYMOND recently completed an 
overseas assignment as a volunteer executive for 
the International Executive Service Corps. !ESC 
is a non-profit corporation which arranged for 
retired and occasionally mid-career executives to 
share their managerial know-how with en-
terprises in the developing nations. Harvey 
accompanied by his wife spent three months in 
Santiago, Chile. His pr-oject assignment with 
S.A. Yarur of Santiago was to help the company 
improve marketing, sales organization and sales 
budget in the cotton and textile areas . 
DOMINIC DiCORLETO has recently joined 
JAMES D. O'CONNOR '51 in the practice of 
law. He is a partner in the firm of O'Connor, 
Farrelly & DiCorleto with offices in Hartford. 
His son, PETER '73, is a student at University of 
Connecticut Medical School. 
39 Mr. Earl H. Flynn 147 Goodale Dr. Newington, CT 06111 
FRANCIS HOPE has retired from the Hartford 
Insurance Group. 
DICK and Kate HART have a new grandson 
(by adoption) by daughter, Hilary and her 
husband - their second grandchild. Their first 
grandchild is Becky, by TOM '66 and wife. 
40 Dr. Richard Morris 120 Cherry Hill Dr. Newington, CT 06111 
GUS ANDRIAN and wife, Peggy, spent a few 
days in London between college semesters at 
Trinity. Their daughter, Barrie, Class of '79, is 
spending her junior year in England. 
DICK MORRIS will teach a course at Smith 
College during the Spring term of 1978. Dick's 
book, ON THE FIFTH DAY, ANIMAL RIGHTS 
AND HUMAN ETHICS, will be in the 
bookstores by the end of January. 
Captain CHARLES ROCKWELL has retired 
(1976) after 35 years as a pilot with United 
Airlines. 
42 Mr. Martin D. Wood 4741 23rd St. N. N. Arlington, VA 22207 
Our thirty-fifth reunion was a solid success -
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the breezy class (in with a hurricane, out with the 
draft), though small in attendance (38) was, as 
usual, big in enthusiasm. We were fortunate to 
have Charlotte Jessee join us for the weekend. 
Following cocktails at the College on Friday 
evening, most of us proceeded to the Parma 
Restaurant for a good dinner and lots of con-
versation. 
Prior to the dinner dance on Saturday evening, 
RAY and Marge MANNING served cocktails in 
their lovely home. 
On Sunday, the DON VIERINGS hosted the 
gang for a superb brunch- it's a good thing that 
Don runs every morning for if Rie serves such 
exquisite food regularly, Don would be forced to 
put on weight - we all were delighted to have 
the Oostings and Kurths with us at the brunch . 
Attending all or parts of the reunion were the 
following class members and wives: BOB 
ELRICK, HAROLD and Pat JOHNSON, BOB 
and Virginia NICHOLS, GEORGE and Alice 
JACOBSEN, DON and Marie VIERING, GUS 
and Ginger PETERSON, RAY and Marge 
ROGERS with their delightful daughter Mary 
Ann, PAUL and Helen PIZZO, RAY and Marge 
MANNING, "T.B." WOOD, BILL and Rose 
SCULLY, RAY and Nancy DUNN, DICK and 
Jean BESTOR, GUS ANDERSON, JOE BON-
SIGNORE, JOE and Ruth BEIDLER, BOB and 
Madeleine ALBRECHT, BILL HUNNEWELL, 
TOM and Mary T AMONEY, JACK and Ruth 
BARBER, CHARLIE THENEBE, and MARTY 
and Marge WOOD. 
To all those who couldn't make it we are 
indeed sorry and hope that you will plan to make 
the next one. It really isn't that far off. 
43 
John L. Bonee, Esq. 
McCook, Kenyon and Bonee 
SO State St.. 
Hartford, CT 06103 
BOB HALE has been appointed a Judge of the 
Court of Common Pleas of the State of Con-
necticut. Bob has served for many years as first 
assistant tax commissioner, a position from 
which he has now retired. Upon the merger of 
the Connecticut trial courts on July 1, 1978, Bob 
will become a superior court judge. At that time 
Bob joins ART HEALEY, another member of the 
Class of 1943, on the superior court bench. The 
Class extends heartiest congratulations to Bob. 
CARL WILLIAMS reports he is back at 
Salisbury School in Salisbury, Conn. as the 
chairman of the math department after a 
wonderful year of teaching math in The School 
Year Abroad program in Rennes, France. Carl 
writes "Louis Naylor would have been proud of 
me! " . . . Tri!s bon! 
44 
ART CHAMBERS was elected president of 
Yonkers Academy of Medicine for 1977-78. He is 
still chief of ophthalmology section, Yonkers 
Professional Hospital and serving his 9th year as 
advancement chairman and chairman of Eagle 
Scout board of review, Four Rivers District, 
B.S.A. , covering Yonkers, Mount Vernon, 
Crestwood and Bronxville. 
DICK DOTY, manager of station services of 
the Mutual Broadcasting System, was the 
keynote speaker recently at Interface '77, the 
annual seminar sponsored by the Broadcast 
Foundation of College/ University Students 
(Broadcast FOCUS). He spoke on "Broadcasting 
-The Future Is Clear." 
After 20 years in the corporate manufacturing 
world, BILL PEELLE left Arrow-Hart as ad-
ministrative vice president to join the Pace 
Consulting Group as senior consultant. He has 
just received his real estate broker's license so the 
firm is adding a real estate division in addition to 
doing executive recruiting and general con-
sulting. 
BOB TOLAND was recently elected vice 
chairman, Friends of Valley Forge. His daughter, 
Susie, is a freshman at Trinity and he writes that 
it is great to be connected with the College again 
in this way . His son, David, graduated in 1974. 
45 
Mr. Andrew W. Milligan 
15 Winterse t Lane 
West Hartford, CT 06117 
JOSEPH AIELLO writes that he was recently 
appointed manager of purchasing and estimating 
for Titon Group, Inc., western division. He will 
be relocating to Denver, Colorado soon. 
4 6 Mr. J. William Vincent 80 Newport Avenue West Hartford, CT 06107 
CHUCK HAZEN was recently elected 
president of the Institute of Home Office Un-
derwriters at its annual convention in Kansas 
'--City . The lnst'itjite is an organization Of 1,000 '· 
underwriting officials from over 500 life in-
surance companies in the U.S. and Canada. Last 
year Chuck celebrated his 30th anniversary with 
Connecticul General where he heads the rein-
surance unde~i_!ing department. 
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47 Paul J. Kingston, M.D. Barbourtown Rd., RFD #1 Collinsville, CT 06022 
HAROLD SANDLER has been elected 
commander, Department of Connecticut Jewish 
War Veterans of the U.S.A. 
48 The Rt. Rev. E. Otis Charles 1349 3rd Avenue Salt Lake City, UT 84103 
MONRO PROCTOR was among those who 
enjoyed Parents Weekend last fall and especially 
the opportunity to watch the women's crew and 
daughter SUSAN '80 win the Goodwin Cup. 
JOHN GAISFORD writes from Avon, 
Connecticut that he received his Ph.D. from the 
University of Connecticut in May of last year. 
JOE SCHACHTER has formed the Concrete 
Flotation Systems Corporation, serving the 
northeast, Mid-Atlantic and Great Lakes areas 
with concrete marina flotation and floating 
breakwaters which will be fabricated in his 
Norwalk, Connecticut plant. He left advertising 
after thirty years, having resigned from J. Walter 
Thompson's New York headquarters office after 
sixteen years. 
BILL GLAZIER is the director of Ecoliminal 
Communications Laboratory and staff associate 
of Trinity Church, Hartford. Bill has immersed 
himself in the techniques and theories associated 
with the belief in a new age. The laboratory 
program is only a year and a half old and has 
already attracted international attention. 
ORRIE GRACEY recently completed an M.A. 
program in Community Leadership at Central 
Michigan University and is presently serving as 
Field Director for the American Red Cross at 
Elmendorf Air Force Base in Alaska. The 
Graceys have eight grandchildren! 
SAMUEL GOLDSTEIN has established his 
own law office at 60 Washington Street, Hart-
ford. 
ROBERT TYLER writes from Springfield, 
Mass. that his daughter, Carol, graduated cum 
laude in September from the University of 
Massachusetts with majors in economics and 
business administration. 
ED LEMIEUX'S daughter is a 4th Class Cadet 
at the Air Force Academy and member of the 
women's swim team . 
49 
BILL COUGHLIN is now with the James J. 
Drummond Insurance Agency in Wethersfield, 
Connecticut. His daughter, Laurie, recently 
graduated from college and is teaching at a junior 
high school in Wethersfield. His son, Matthew, is 
a high school senior, playing football. 
MARV FISHMAN reports that he is now 
working for General Electric in Schenectady, 
New York. His new address is 1365 Wemple 
Lane, Schenectady, N.Y . 12309. 
IRVING REINER is practicing law in Windsor 
Locks, Conn. and is now associated with the firm 
of Bramson and Reiner in the general practice of 
law. 
so Mr. James R. Glassco, Jr. 1024 Pine Hill Rd. Mclean, VA 22101 
GUSTAV STEWART writes that due to lack 
of funding, tire Fitchburg Center for Brain In-
jured Children closed in May. It has recently 
been reopened and he will be instructing eight 
CET A trainees. 
DWIGHT LEVICK is now president of John 
Liner Associates, Inc. He is proud to announce 
the birth of his first grandchild, Douglas Fyfe, on 
June17, 1977. 
HENRY WELLINS has been elected to the 
board of Boston C.L.U. Chapter. He was also 
elected to the board of trustees of Newton 
Wellesley Hospital. 
51 Mr. John F. Klingler 344 Fern St. West Hartford, CT 06119 
RICHARD SHELLY has retired as Lieutenant 
Colonel from the U.S. Air Force and is now 
working with Lockheed Electronics Co. in NASA 
program at Houston, Texas. 
ROBERT DUNKLE is resident manager of 
Dataquest, Inc. He joined Dataquest about a 
year ago to market their unique market and 
industrial services to the financial community in 
New England and New York. 
52 Mr. Douglas C. Lee P.O. Box838 Ceres, CA 95307 
TED THOMAS is general manager of Miller 
Co., Mill Division. His daughter, Carolyn, is a 
sophomore at Mt. Holyoke and his son, Chip, is 
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. 
FRANK STONE, owner of Stone Enterprises 
International, erected an iron sculpture work on 
the Trinity campus for Woolsey Johnson '78. His 
firm has been doing energy conservation sale and 
consulting work for several years and is opening 
a new office in Vernon, Connecticut. His son, 
Brad, has been appointed vice president of the 
firm. His daughter, Nancy, is working for the 
American Embassy in Liberia. · 
DAVID BARRY is presently assistant majority 
leader in the Connecticut State Senate. This is his 
fourth term in the Senate. 
EDWARD GROSS is data processing chief for 
the department of mental health, state of 
Connecticut. He writes that he has just finished a 
year stint as president of the Coast Guard 
Academy Parents Association . One son is at the 
University of Connecticut, one son is at U.S. 
Coast Guard Academy (he plays football), 
another son is at the University of Hartford and 
daughter is a junior in high school. 
BARRIE CLIFF writes that he is self employed 
at last! He is president of Pewter Crafters of Cape 
Cod, Inc., and serves as president, engineer, 
salesman, accountant, janitor and bottle washer! 
53 Mr. l'aul A. Mortell 508 Stratfield Rd. Fairfield, CT 06432 
L. SHIPPEN LUQUER has been appointed 
Promotional Director for northern Italy and 
assistant to managing director for special 
assignments Centro Factoring S.P.A. of 
Florence. 
RALPH DAVIS heads a new task group in 
Hartford training groups of 60 unemployed 
minority workers to winterize homes, repair 
heating plants, and save energy in a twenty-nine 
town region. 
JOHN WALKER appears to be our first 
grandfather. Justin Moore Walker was born 8-
30-77 to son Jeffrey Walker and wife Karen. 
DAVID SEEBER'S daughter Dede '81 was a 
member of Trinity's undefeated women's tennis 
team this fall. 
54 
Mr. Theodore T. Tansi 
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance 
Co. 
1 American Row 
Hartford, CT 06103 
JOSEPH ESQUIROL writes that two 
significant events occurred in his life in 1977. In 
March he was appointed a judge of the Family 
Court of the State of New York and during the 
second great New York City blackout in July, his 
wife gave birth to their second child (see Births). 
Carlough 
PETE CARLOUGH reports that he and 
Barbara Sauer Sandage have joined their two 
advertising agencies to form Carlough & San-
dage Advertising, Inc., located in Burlington, 
Vermont. The newly-merged firm lists over 
twenty accounts in manufacturing, banking, 
insurance, tourism, retailing, the arts, govern-
ment and public service. 
PHILIP WARD is in the midst of writing a 
novel presently titled 'The Late Bloomer." He 
was married for the second time last June (see 
Weddings). 
55 Mr. E. Wade Close, Jr. 200 Hunter's Trace Lane Atlanta, Georgia 30328 
Reports from returning classmates indicate our 
alma mater is not only in good hands under the 
direction of President Ted Lockwood, but in fact 
has become one of the premier colleges of its size 
in the country . These comments came from the 
many who attended a well-organized "mini 
reunion" this past fall during the Wesleyan 
football weekend. Included in this group was 
JOE REINEMAN, DICK ROYSTON, FRED 
STARR, PAUL TRUITT, SCOTT PRICE, DON 
PIERUCCI, BRUCE WHITMAN and LOU 
MAGELANER who was back being honored as 
one of Trinity's past football captains. 
After many years of Florida living, JOE 
REINEMAN is enjoying his Fairfield, Conn . 
location and his new position as assistant vice 
president, network engineering for General 
Telephone. DICK ROYSTON, with his full salt 
and pepper oeard, is a Ernest Hemingway look~ 
alike and a corporate executive on the go. Dick 
lives in Atlanta, but spends each week traveling 
primarily to New York and Pittsburgh where 
Education Management Corp. has major 
operations. FRED STARR has moved away from 
the home office pressures of Armstrong Cork in 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania and is running the 
Thomasville Furniture Division in North 
Carolina. 
Holiday phone calls produced enjoyable 
conversations with a few of our "educator" 
classmates. MOUNT ARCHER continues his 
post as teacher of ancient and medieval history at 
Hall High School, and following a divorce of a 
few years ago, has put his extra time and effort 
into owning the Governor Cooke House of 
Antiques located in Riverton, Connecticut in an 
authentic 18th century house. 
BOB FREEMAN continues as athletic director 
and basketball coach at the high school level in 
Vermont. He says he is enjoying the north after 
spending several years in Jacksonville, Florida. 
He and his wife, Jean, who is a nurse, have three 
girls 18, 16, and 7 years . 
Our more prolific family men are the ones that 
have the most recent news to report. BOULDIN 
"Sandy" BURBANK has added a new little girl to 
his brood and now has six offspring. Without 
official confirmation, I still feel DAVE and 
Shirley ROBERTS are the propagative leaders 
with their eight children ranging in ages 4 to 20 
years. Dave is an assistant product manager with 
Bethlehem Steel. He reports that ADAMS 
MOORE is now the Bethlehem district sales 
manager in Chicago. 
Back to Mr. BURBANK - would you believe 
he is the squash coach at Mercersburg Academy 
for the National Boys Champ? RON MOSS says 
he is not impressed, and, Sandy, you are of-
ficially challenged by Ron via this column. Ron 
has stayed with the New York Times for 19 years 
and is now assistant manager for the classified ad 
department which handles over $100 million in 
billings. Ron has been married 18 years and has a 
son 15 and two girls, 12 and 10 years. 
BOB LAIRD lives in the "just being created" 
town of Columbia, Maryland and his company, 
The Rouse Co., is the driving fo rce behind the 
financial management and construction of it. . 
Bob's primary responsibilities fall in the per-
sonnel end of things focusing on employee 
compensation analysis and training. Bob and his 
wife have two college-age children and a boy 10 
years old. 
ED CHAMPENOIS admits that he has had a 
more than interesting life through his in-
volvement in many business ventures. Some are 
not going quite in the direction he had planned, 
but it now seems things are on the right track as 
he has invented a ski product, and its initial 
public acceptance has been beyond expectations. 
It is a simple ski binding cover and carrier that 
protects the device that so often fails and results 
in broken bones. Ed has two children, a boy 13 
and a girl15 . 
TOM BOLGER is president of Channel 15 in 
Madison, Wisconsin and vice president of the 
parent corporation, Forward Communications 
Corp. The company owns six TV stations and 
nine radio stations, all of which fall under Tom's 
corporate responsibility; so he often is traveling 
throughout the Midwest, Florida and Texas. He 
and Sheila have four children, from college 
senior to freshman in high school. 
BOB BENNETT is a chemical Ph.D. handling 
research and development for Apollo Chemical 
Co. His work focuses on air pollution and fuel 
additives, with utilities being the major 
customers in the treatment of coal and air. Bob 
has four children ranging from 11 to 16 years. He 
indicates an occasional contact with DON 
MOUNTFORD who lives nearby in New Jersey 
and commutes to New York City where he is in 
retail business with Penney's. Bob also saw 
DICK HALL when he was at a meeting in 
Colorado Springs. Apparently Dick is involved 
somehow with the government's early warning 
system and is a computer specialist. 
JOHN "Lucky" CALLEN has made a move to 
Ward Howell Associates, an executive search 
firm in New York, after spending almost 20 years 
with Burlington Industries. He had most recently 
been president of the Burlington sportswear 
division. John has two children at Hobart and 
two in high school. He saw Moe Thomas 
recently , who continues to be involved with 
social work in the middle Florida area. John also 
reports that Mary Anthony, widow of Jerry '54, 
is doing well, now living in Boston with her three 
children. Brother MERRILL CALLEN '56 now 
lives in Charlotte, North Carolina . 
DICK BITTNER has earned a promotion and 
will now commute to New York City to the 
corporate offices of Anaconda Co. He is now 
manager, industrial and labor relations. DON 
PIERUCCI reports a successful architectural 
business in Pittsburgh and a wife who is 
becoming quite well known in the area artistic 
community. Louise has earned the honor of 
being named "Artist of the Year" by the Pitts-
burgh Art Club. They have three children 19, 17 
and 13 years. Don visited CHARLIE BRITTON 
several months ago and says Charlie and PHIL 
CRAIG are doing quite well in the sport sailing 
boat bu'ilding business in Cleveland. Don 
predicts Charlie will race in the America's Cup 
someday. 
GERRY CROWELL and his wife, Marilyn, 
have four sons and a daughter, two of whom are 
at the University of Connecticut. Gerry is very 
active in the Hamden, Connecticut Rotary and is 
president for 1978. · • 
STEVE TUDOR writes that he has purchased a 
big home in Detroit moving from the state of 
Washington. Steve is on the English teaching 
staff at Wayne State University and his wife is a 
secretary in the academic department. They have 
a 15 year-old son who is very talented in the 
performing arts and music. 
57 Mr. Paul B. Marion 7 Martin Place Chatham, NJ 07928 
DYKE SPEAR is head of Broadway 
Productions, the company touring the country 
with the controversial "Oh! Calcutta1" 
BROOKS HARLOW reports that his oldest 
daughter will graduate from Exeter in June; his 
next daughter graduates from Fay School and 
will be going to boarding school. He and his wife 
will be off to Florida for spring vacation in 
March. 
58 The Rev. Dr. Borden W. Painter 110 Ledgewood Rd. West Hartford, CT 06107 
The New Year brings news from several 
classmates who have moved or taken new 
positions in the past year. NICK RUCCI became a 
partner in Touche Ross & Co. in Washington, 
D.C. The firm serves its clients through 
monitoring health legislation, and as liaison with 
HEW, Capitol Hill and trade and professional 
orgaflizations. Nick and his family are living in 
Columbia, Maryland, where his three children 
are particularly active in AAU swimming and 
diving competition. 
FRED BERGLASS has sold his advertising 
agency in California and now serves as Executive 
Vice-President of Geisz & Rose Advertising 
Agency in Los Angeles. He is still breeding and 
showing dogs. Recently their nine-month old 
bitch puppy, a Wheaten Terrier, became the 
youngest of record to get her championship. 
DON KUEHL is now President of Composite 
Technology in Broad Brook, Connecticut. 
PETER GARRETT is Vice President of 
Marketing for Seal, Inc., in Naugatuck, Con-
necticut. He writes that his son Scott, now 15 
and a freshman at the Wooster School, is playing 
varsity football and is taller and heavier than his 
Dad! Son Jonathan is 11 and in the 6th grade. 
KEN LAMBERT has returned to Hartford to 
establish a private practice in dentistry. Ken has 
been practicing in Washington, D.C. for some 
years. He also teaches part time as an assistant 
professor of restorative dentistry at the 
University of Connecticut Health Center in 
Farmington. 
59 Mr. Paul S . Campion 4 Red Oak Dr. Rye, New York 10580 
After two years at United Technologies 
corporate office as manager of operations 
analysis, CHARLES BERIST AIN has been 
transferred to Hamilton Standard Division of 
U.T.C. as manager of industrial engineering. He 
and his wife, Victoria, have two daughters -
Melissa (14) and Suzanne (10) . 
DICK NOLAN reports that this is his fourth 
year as Vicar of St. Paul's Parish in Bantam, 
Conn. and his ninth year as associate professor 
of philosophy and social sciences at Mattatuck 
Community College in Waterbury. At present, 
he is on sabbatical leave and is a research fellow 
in biomedical ethics at Yale University. 
JIM HARROD is director of Newborn Services 
at Valley Medical Center where he directs 
newborn intensive care and follow-up program. 
He has received a grant from Mead-Johnson 
Company to perform follow-up study of infants 
born to mothers at risk for nutritional 
deficiencies. 
MICHAEL BORUS is director of the Center 
for Human Resource Research at Ohio State 
University. In addition .to his new job, his wife, 
Judy, and he have a new son, Joseph. 
JOE WASSONG received an appointment to a 
National Endowment for the Humanities 
summer seminar for eight weeks at the 
University of Florida in Gainesville. Topic was 
"Historical Archaeology of Colonial America. " 
His family accompanied him and they returned 
home by way of New Orleans, Atlanta and the 
District of Columbia. They have now seen 46 
states and five provinces. 
ANDRE LaROCHELLE is a Catholic layman, 
clinical social worker and director of the 
Catholic Family Services of Shreveport, 
Louisiana. He is listed in the 1977 edition of 
Who's Who in Religion. 
WARREN FREEMAN is now coordinator of 
Environmental Education Center "Lifelines" - 4-
H Camp Farley, Mashpee. He visited the College 
with his son, Christopher, a senior at Fayette-
ville-Manlius, New York High School and 
daughter, Randi, a sophomore. He also has a 
daughter, Joanna, age 11. 
60 
JOHN McKELVY resigned as chairman of the 
history department of the Rivers School in 
Weston, Massachusetts last June. During the 
summer, John sailed his 48-foot yawl from 
SPECIAL THANKS to the following alumni 
who represented Trinity on special occasions: 
J. WALTER NELSON'53 
Transylvania University 
Inauguration of William Watkins 
Kelly 
April25, 1977 
KARL E. SCHEIBE '59 
Middlesex Community College 
Inauguration of Robert A. Chapman 
May 31, 1977 
PETER B. SILVESTRI MA '73 
Susquehanna University 
Inauguration of Jonathan Carl 
Messerli 
October 14, 1977 
IV AN F. BENNETT' 41 
DePauw University 
Inauguration of Richard Franklin 
Rosser 
October 15, 1977 
F. PHILIP NASH, JR '51 
Rhode Island College 
Inauguration of David Emery Sweet 
October 26, 1977 
Massachusetts to Scotland where he spent the 
summer cruising with his family. John is 
currently attempting to do some free-lance 
writing on sailing and related topics. 
JIM SHULTHIESS has a new job as quality 
assurance manager at Teleco, Inc . He is living in 
Middletown with his wife and five children. Jim 
received an MBA from the University of Hart-
ford in January, 1977. 
RICHARD STENT A is a career education 
coordinator in Old Saybrook, Connecticut. He is 
kept plenty busy implementing the new careers 
program, carrying a full teaching load, and 
doing advising of 7th and 8th grade students. 
ANTHONY VIGNONE spent a year and a 
half in London, combining business, travel , and 
an extended hcneymoon. Anthony and his wife 
are living in Vernon, Connecticut, where they 
have just built a new home. He is self-employed 
as a data processing consultant. 
DAVID RUSSELL has a new position at the 
Hartford Insurance Group as an assistant 
systems manager in the data processing 
bureau/ actuarial division . 
LT. COL. BOB LOCKWOOD has left his 
teaching post at West Point and is at the Army's 
Command and Staff College in Ft. Leavenworth, 
Kansas. He expects to join the National War 
College faculty in September, 1978. Bob, who 
has a Ph.D. and J.D. , has recently published 
" M ilitary Unions : Issues , Alternatives & 
Trends. " 
61 
Kerry B. Fitzpatrick 
76 Prospect Ave. 
Sea Cliff, NY 11579 
GEORGE RUSTIGIAN has attained the rank 
of major in the U.S. Air Force . The story behind 
his recent promotion is an unusual one. 
In 1972, George was passed over for 
promotion and forced to separate from the Air 
Force. He and his family moved to Hartford, 
where George took a job as a foreman at Pratt & 
Whitney. He decided to appeal the decision of 
the Air Force on his promotion. After a 4-year 
ordeal , it became apparent that there were errors 
in George's record, and the Air Force reinstated 
him, promoting him to major retroactive to 
February, 1972. George and his family are now 
back at McGuire Air Force Base in New Jersey. 
62 Mr. Barnett Lipkind 432 E. 88th St. , Apt. 404 New York, NY 10028 
ROBERT KELLEHER was recently appointed 
Town Counsel for Woodstock, Connecticut. 
Bob's wife, Carlene, was elected to the Board of 
Education in Brooklyn, Connecticut. 
BRUCE ROBINSON has successfully defended 
his Ph.D. dissertation at the University of 
Minnesota and is in the final stage of becoming 
an authority on early modern South Asian 
history and anthropology. 
Wadhams 
DAVID A. WADHAMS has been appointed 
controller in the group insurance operations at 
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company. 
Dave began his career at CG in 1962. 
STUART L. SHARPE writes to say that he is 
now manager, production services, abrasive 
materials division of the Norton Co. in Wor-
cester, Massachusetts. This is a recent promotion 
and a change of fields for Stuart. The Sharpes 
now have four children: Bill (13), Jennifer (10), 
Elizabeth (8) and Sarah (18 mos.). 
JIM WHITTERS is a member of the board of 
trustees and secretary of Hurricane Island 
Outward Bound School. Jim is .also on the board 
of directors of the American Heart Association, 
Massachusetts Affiliate, Inc. 'In June 1977 Jim 
was re-appointed chairman, Massachusetts 
Outdoor Advertising Board by Governor 
Dukakis . 
BILL WURTS is president of Yankee Ship-
wrights which builds a 101/z foot sailing dinghy, 
the "Yankee Clip, " in Middletown, Connecticut. 
A special vote of thanks to BAIRD MORGAN 
for chairing the successful 15th reunion this past 
fall . 
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CLINTON JOHNSON is marketing 
representative for Xerox Corporation in Hart-
ford. He reports that things are going great guns 
- hunting and fishing year round on his 
property in North Granby. Daughter, Melissa, 
was #1 in her freshman class at Miss Porter's 
School last year. He also has a son, Brandt. 
DANIEL OST APKO has been promoted to 
senior engineer in the Office of IBM Fellow at the 
System Products Division Development 
Laboratory in Poughkeepsie, New York. He and 
his wife have two children. 
STEPHEN IMRIE reports that he is in private 
practice in orthopedics in San Jose, California. 
He and his wife, Susanna, have two children -
Ariel, 8 years, and Meghan, 6 months. 
STANLEY MAR CUSS was appointed deputy 
assistant secretary of . commerce for trade 
regulation last May. As such, he is responsible 
for such things as national security and foreign 
policy export controls, controls to prevent 
shortages, enforcement of the new law against 
compliance with the Arab boycott, foreign trade 
zones, defense mobilization, the strategic 
stockpile program and a variety of other trade 
regulatory functions. He was recently appointed 
to the Board of Fellows and in that connection 
has seen JIM TOZER quite a bit lately. 
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JERRY LUTIN has received his Ph .D. in urban 
planning from Princeton and has been appointed 
assistant professor of civil engineering in 
Princeton's School of Engineering and Applied 
Science. He has also been named assistant 
director of the transportation program there. 
Jerry, his wife Nancy and daughters, Betsy (age 
6) and Susan (age 2) live in Lawrenceville, New 
Jersey. 
DOUGLAS CRAIG, general sales manager for 
radio station WOIC in Columbia, South 
Carolina, was recently remarried (see Wed-
dings). He is a trustee of the Columbia United 
Fund and is active in a local theatre group and 
various advertising associations . His nephew, 
Jeff, is now a sophomore at Trinity. He sees 
CROFT JENNINGS '60 often. 
Strammiello 
DAN STRAMMIELLO has recently been 
appointed vice president of real estate for Price 
Rentals, Inc., a subsidiary of Price Industries of 
Salt Lake City. He will be responsible for the 
opening of a new Colorado office in Denver 
which will oversee the development and con-
struction of four shopping centers currently in 
progress in that state. 
DAVID PUMPHREY was a member of a team 
of five experts sent by Sotheby Parke and Bernet 
to offer verbal appraisals at the Heirloom 
Discovery Day sponsored recently by the 
Children's Museum of West Hartford. David 
evaluated furniture and decorations. His ex-
pertise is also in American domestic architecture. 
STEVEN BRALOVE is vice president and 
branch manager of E.F. Hutton and Company, 
Inc. in Washington, D.C. 
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DIETHARD KOLEWE and family have 
moved from Wisconsin to Cornwall-on-Hudson, 
New York where he is director of admissions at 
Storm King School, overlooking the Hudson 
River. His twin sons h"ve started high school at 
Storm King and his dau'ghter is in grade 6. 
TOM WOODWORTH is in general practice 
of medicine as Woodworth Medical Services, 
P.A. in Fayetteville, North Carolina. He is active 
in politics and is currently president of Cum-
berland County (N.C.) Young Democrats. 
BARRY ROSEN writes that he is associate 
professor of biochemistry at the University of 
Maryland School of Medicine in Baltimore. He 
was recently elected chairman of the physiology 
and metabolism section of the American Society 
for Microbiology, a national office, for the 1978-
79 period . He had served as the vice chairman. 
ALBERT CRANE has been appointed vice 
president, Eastern sales, CBS Television Net-
work Sales. 
ALLEN JERVEY is practicing internal medicine 
in Skowhegan, Maine. He and his wife have a 
two-year old child. 
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Now that it is largely behind us, I hope all of 
you enjoyed a pleasant winter. We have some 
news that at this point is slightly dated, but still 
important enough for us to include in this 
month's column. BOB STEPTO served last 
summer as co-organizer of the Modern Language 
Association's 1977 summer seminar on Afro-
American literature last June. Along with three 
other faculty members from across the country, 
Bob conducted the seminar for the MLA 
Commissions on Minority Groups and the Study 
of Language and Literature and the National 
Endowment for the Humanities. The theme was 
"Afro-American Literature: From Critical 
Approach to Course Design. " Also at Yale, BILL 
CARLSON writes that he will be leaving there at 
the end of this spring for "parts as yet unknown, 
(the plight of the unemployed aging Ph.D.)." 
Another classmate in academia . PETE 
PERHONIS writes us that he recently spent a 
sabbatical on a Greek freighter in East Africa . 
Pete is an instructor in classics and ancient 
history at the Key School in Annapolis , 
Maryland. 
We also learned recently that BILL ASTMAN 
is currently working on an NDFL Fellowship at 
the University of Hawaii in Asian studies. Bill 
writes that he is also into marathon running and 
that he finished high up in the standings in 
several Hawaiian marathons recently. 
JOHN CHOTKOWSKI, who recentl y 
completed his medical residency in radiology at 
Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital in Hanover, 
New Hampshire, is now working as a radiologist 
at St. Joseph 's Hospital in Nashua , New 
Hampshire. 
JIM LUCAS writes us that he is glad to be back 
in civilization after spending three years in Los 
Angeles. With his daughter, Becky, and wife, 
Eileen, Jim is now working as a senior systems 
designer for Honeywell Information Systems in 
Acton, Massachusetts. 
Finally, we got a nice note from FORD 
BARRETT in January letting us know that he 
was married in Richmond, Virginia last 
December to Diana Brookins of Washington. 
Ford writes that his job as assistant chief counsel 
for the Comptroller of the Currency continues to 
be rewarding. Ford explains that the comp-
troller's function is to regulate all the national 
banks in the country, "which means we send in 
the bank examiners to check on their solvency. " 
SAM KASSOW tells us that while competing 
in a cross-country ski race in January, he ran into 
(literally?) RAY BOULANGER. Sam says if he 
hadn't, he might have broken the Vermont 
cross-country ski record. You will also be in-
terested to know that Sam will be away from his 
teaching position at Trinity next year while in 
Russia on the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Academic Exchange 
Program . 
That covers those I've heard from this month . 
Do keep me posted. 
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Our lOth Reunion has come and gone and 
many of you came to Trinity to celebrate it. 
Since there is so much news to report, it will take 
several issues to let you know what is happening 
to the many classmates that I talked with at the 
reunion, as well as those who sent in the current 
personal profile indicating what they have been 
up to within the last ten years. 
JOHN GALATY came down all the way from 
Montreal with his beautiful wife Barbara. John 
recently received his Ph.D . in anthropology from 
the University of Chicago and is now an assistant 
professor in the department of anthropology at 
McGill University. 
DOUG JACOBS and STEVE ELIOT and 
respective wives Mary and Suzanne came 
together from their respective homes in 
Massachusetts and Connecticut. Doug has been 
married for eight years and has one daughter 
nearly two years old. He is presently director of 
the psychiatric emergency services at Cambridge 
Hospital and is an instructor in psychiatry at 
Harvard Medical School. Steve is in a similar 
field only in the psychological side. He received 
his Ph.D. in clinical psychology from Yeshiva 
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University and currently is in private practice in 
Ridgefield, Connecticut. He also serves as acting 
director of psychology for the Silverfield 
Foundation. He and his wife have two children, 
Andrew (3) and Peter (6). 
Coming the longest distance was not NICK 
COT AKIS, as promised . Instead, flying all the 
way from San Diego, was RIC LUDWIG in his 
own Navy plane. Ric is flying for the Navy and 
living with his wife in sunny San Diego. 
CHARLEY KURZ deserves a special award . 
First of all he came with his wife, Candy, and 
new-born daughter, Katherine, which was quite 
a feat inasmuch as she was less than 6 weeks old 
at the time of the reunion. Secondly, Charley, is 
our class agent, and all of you who participated 
in last year's alumni fund deserve special thanks 
for making our class the highest percentage 
givers of all the classes that have graduated in the 
last ten years. As a result we received the 1916 
Alumni Fund Trophy . Now that we are in the big 
time, and have to compete against all the other 
classes, let us not forget our responsibilities to -
Trinity and to the alumni fund. 
RAY GRA YES and his charming wife Lola 
came from Detroit. Since 1973 Ray has been in 
private practice with a law firm that he set up in 
the city. In Ray's personal profile he had a 
statement of special interest to the class that I 
think is worth quoting: "In the past ten years I 
have learned that the greatest challenge facing 
our generation is the yet u!lsolved racial conflict 
in the U.S. Education , employment , tran-
sportation, housing defense policy and in-
ternational relations are afflicted with the 
disease of racism. No problem in American cities 
can be discussed, nor solved, ·until the issue is 
laid to rest." 
GIL CAMPBELL came with his wife Marriett 
from Massachusetts where they have their home 
in Topsfield . Gil recently completed the third 
exam to the designation of chartered financial 
analyst (CFA). He and his wife continue to be 
active in the Mormon Church where he was 
recently ordained a seventy which is in the 
priesthood office primarily concerned with 
missionary work. Gil, with a very different 
perspective from Ray, also had a personal profile 
worth quoting: "I continue to feel indebted to 
Trinity for providing me with a good liberal 
education. Today I still have a tendency to think 
rather deeply about a variety of subjects, and I 
question much of the conventional wisdom. But I 
have concluded after ten years that I am still a 
conservative, treasuring the old fashioned values 
of close family and strong religious faith . In spite 
of much opposition from professors and articles , 
I am still convinced that capitalism and in-
dividual freedom is the best way to get the 
essentials of a good life to the most people." 
RICH RATZAN came to the football game 
and luncheon with his wife Sue and their oldest 
son David. Not satisfied with medici;1e alone 
Rich spends half his time writing. A particularly 
interesting example is his comment in his per-
sonal profile on why he is in Hartford: "It's 
coincidence - mere coincidence - that I've 
landed back in Hartford (hopefully for good) but 
a pleasant one. Since Sue and I were married at 
Trinity in 1968, it's always been a city with fond 
memories for both of us - even though Fox lives 
here too!" 
Finally, we all owe our ·special thanks to 
DOUG JACOBS and BOB BRICKLEY for their 
efforts in organizing our reunion. Incidentally, 
"Bricks" has an office in Ardmore, Pennsylvania, 
housing five associates for whom he serves as 
manager. His firm markets and services a full 
range of financial services and products. In his 
spare time he plays golf, teaches Sunday School, 
surf fishes and "loves those girls - " Lisa (5) , 
Samantha (2) and Nancy(?), his wife. 
That's all for now. There will be much more 
news in the next issue regarding the doings and 
whereabouts of our other classmates . 
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WALTER HESFORD is assistant professor of 
English at the University of Montana in 
Missoula, Montana. 
BILL SPIGENER is systems analyst for the 
Hartford Insurance Group. He is working on his 
M.B.A. and settling down to a wonderful family 
life in Hartford with his wife, Catherine, and 
son, Garvey. 
JEROME ODLUM and his wife Karen are 
showing and breeding horses. Their mare, a past 
race horse, is hopefully pregnant with the foaling 
date some time in the spring of 1978. 
This could be a banner season for BILL 
BARTMAN's West Coast Theater Company . On 
all three fronts of the WCTC's activities- in the 
schools, in the prisons and at the Circle Theater 
in Hollywood - things are popping. The 
company received a $20,000 grant from the 
California Arts Council and $15,000 from the 
National Endowment for the Arts. There was an 
interesting article about him in the Los Angeles 
Times . 
PETE MELROSE is internal auditor for 
Southern New England Telephone and lives in 
Windsor, Conn. 
GEORGE CRILE was part of the investigative 
team which did a documentary on the Panama 
--< 
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Canal issue, broadcast over CBS last November. 
JIM NATHANSON recently published an 
article on brain chemistry in Scientific American. 
DAVE SOULE is director of planning for the 
Capitol Region ·Council of Governments and is 
living in East Hampton, Conn. with his wife and 
two children. 
BILL POMEROY heads the trust division of 
Shawmut Merchants Bank in Salem and manages 
new business development effort on the north 
shore for Shawmut Bank of Boston. He and his 
wife, JUDY ODLUM '70, love their new life in 
Marblehead, Mass. Their daughter, Whitney, 
age 3, has won two art contests. 
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BILL BERMAN-MELCHER is a graduate 
student at the Washington University School of 
Architecture. He received a bachelor's of en-
vironmental design from Nova Scotia Technical 
College . His wife, Susan, is a first year student at 
Washington University School of Law. They live 
in St. Louis, Missouri. 
BILL CORDNER received his C.P.A. last year 
and is now a tax analyst for Connecticut General 
Life Insurance Company. 
DICK SHARPLES received his M .B.A. degree 
last July from the University of Arizona and is 
now with Continental Oil Company, Natural 
Gas Products, living in Houston, Texas. 
KEN WRIGHT, emergency physician at 
Norwalk Hospital in Norwalk, Conn., pur-
chased and is restoring a 200-year-old house in 
Redding, Conn. 
JIM CLAIR writes that during 1977 he married 
Angeliki Maginas, received a J.D . from Fordham 
Law School and became an associate with the 
law firm of Mendes and Mount in New York 
City . 
JOE CONNORS, a physician at the Alaska 
Native Medical Center in Anchorage, is spending 
two years in the Indian Health Service providing 
care to Alaska natives. He invites anyone from 
Trinity passing through Alaska to visit. He has 
plenty of room. Presently he is enjoying the 
closely available outdoors, especially hiking, 
canoeing, and cross-country skiing. 
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.HOWARD ALFRED moved to Newton, 
Massachusetts in July of this year. He completed 
his residency in internal medicine at Baltimore 
City Hospital last July and is now a nephrology 
fellow at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in 
Boston. He wishes to announce that his second 
daughter. Rachel Emily, was born on September 
12; 1977. 
This year's homecoming was tremendously 
enjoyed by GEORGE CONKLIN who saw many 
old friends and had a great time visiting the 
fraternities and mingling at the Austin Arts 
Center. In fact, he was so busy having a good 
time, he hardly saw the football game at all! In 
addition to starting a second graduate degree in 
organizational communications, he is still 
teaching English and coaching lacrosse in 
Howard Countv. Marvland. 
MICHAEL DAVIDSON began his own 
gallery / picture framing business in 1973 in 
Mercer Island, Washington . From 1971 through 
1973, he had worked for the Ferdinand Roten 
Galleries in Baltimore selling original prints. He 
now does framing full time and has three full 
time employees . He welcomes any Trinity 
alumnus to visit or write. 
BETTY GALLO is presently the 5th 
Congressional District Lobbyist in Hartford for 
Common Cause. She just recently spoke at a 
forum held at the Central Christian Church in 
Danbury. Among her group's chief goals for the 
future are: protection of the 1977 financial 
disclosure law for legislators, lobbying for a law 
to prevent Connecticut's top six legislators from 
also doing part time work for private clients, and 
working toward more judicial reform in the State 
of Connecticut. 
JACK HALE has returned to Hartford. He has 
been hired as ConnPIRG's permanent executive 
director. Before coming to ConnPIRG, he 
worked with The Connecticut Citizen Action 
Group. Some of his accomplishments since his 
appointment of July, 1977 have been the opening 
of a consumer center at Wesleyan, the 
establishment of an emergency medical team at 
the University of Hartford, the publication of 
regular newsletters, and increased cooperation 
with many campus, state and nationwide 
organizations. 
On behalf of our class, I wish to express our 
regret and extreme sorrow on learning that 
Pamela Trigg JIMENEZ has passed away. She 
suffered from a lengthy terminal illness. Her 
warm smile, terrific sense of humor and truly 
concerned spirit will never be forgotten by all of 
us who knew her . Her husband, MIKE JIMENEZ 
is presently completing his Ph.D. and teaching at 
Harvard University. 
BILL LAWRENCE became manager , policy 
planning, for the Jack Raub Company in Costa 
Mesa, California. He is living with his wife, 
Donna, in Corona Del Mar in Newport Beach, 
California. 
After seven years of study and work in 
Toronto, Canada, FRANCIS MINITER is 
returning to the United States. He is attending 
Columbia Law School in hopes of receiving his 
LL.M. degree. Eventually he plans to practice 
law or teach in the New York / Connecticut area . 
DAVE STEUBER is still an associate with the 
law firm of Paul. Hastings, Janofsky & Walker of 
Los Angeles. In addition to his legal duties, he 
also served this year as chairman of the Watts 
Summer Games, a southern California "junior 
olympics" program serving 6,000 youth . His 
wife, Lynn, is also very busy working as a real 
estate appraiser and studying towards her 
masters in real estate appraising. 
ANDY STEWART has completed his 
residency in internal medicine at Roosevelt 
Hospital as of June, 1977. He is living on Fisher's 
Island, an idyllic little gem located off the coast 
of New London, Connecticut. 
CHARLIE TUTTLE has written to your 
SECRETARY that MARK WILLIAMS has 
finally taken the plunge and tied his marital 
bonds with Paula Thomas of Pittsburgh. The 
wedding was on October 8, 1977. Charlie said 
that the wedding was a fantastic time. Ap-
parently, GEORGE SIMON '69 flew in from 
Washington, D.C. with his wife. The Wild 
Turkey flowed copiously, producing Bacchic 
revels somewhat reminiscent of the good old 
days of yesteryear at Theta Xi. Charlie has 
completed his engineering degree at the 
University of Pittsburgh and is now working for 
Alcoa; Mark is working for American Industrial 
Equipment selling reinforced plastic piping in 
Pittsburgh; and George is working as a (staid?) 
attorney for the Securities and Exchange 
Commission in Washington, D .C. 
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Captain MARK MACOMBER is now wearing 
a distinctive service ribbon as a member of the 
314th Tactical Airlift Wing that earned the 
award for meritorious service from January 1, 
1975 to June 30, 1976. He is an instructor pilot 
and flight commander at Little Rock AFB, 
Arkansas. 
ALEX KENNEDY has been appointed 
Galloway Fellow in gynecologic oncology at 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New 
York City. 
STEVE FREUDENTHAL is state planning 
coordinator in the governor's office in Cheyenne, 
Wyoming. He has two daughters- Lynn Marie, 
age 6, and Kristen Lee, age 1. 
EDWIN BERK has finished up on his Ph .D. in 
philosophy at Yale and is teaching there this 
year. 
JOE EWBANK is attending American School 
of Classical Studies in Athens, Greece on a 
Thomas Day Seymour Fellowship. Both he and 
his bride (see Weddings) are candidates for the 
Ph.D. in classics at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill . 
MARK ADAIR was recently appointed 
assistant professor of clinical psychiatry, school 
of medicine, State University of New York at 
Stony Brook and chief psychologist and clinical 
director of forensic services division of Nassau 
County Medical Center. He is also psy-
choanalyst-in-training at Adelphi Institute for 
Advanced Psychological Studies. 
JOHN McLOUGHLIN writes that his first 
book "Vertebrate Zoologist. " on the biology and 
ecology of inquilines, will hit the market this 
spring. His wife, Carole, daughter, Ariana, and 
he are spending the winter in the mountains 
around Taos, New Mexico, researching for his 
next book, analysis of the ecology of ponderosa 
pine forests. 
STARR (BADGER) SHIPPEE writes that her 
husband (see Weddings) is with Chase-
Manhattan Bank in Hong Kong where they are 
now living . They enjoyed a vacation trip 
recently to Australia, New Zealand and Bali. 
NORMA "SAM'; (SCHREIBER) LANFER 
reports that her husband has been transferred 
from Washington State to Connecticut and they 
are now living in Cos Cob. 
TOM McGRATH received his master of 
architecture degree from Columbia University in 
June 1977. He is now living in Boston and works 
for Earl R. Flansburgh Assoc. in Cambridge. 
JIM ARMENT ANO has become associated 
with Bernard E. Francis to form the law firm of 
Francis and Armentano in West Hartford. 
CRIST FILER is now senior organic chemist 
for New England Nuclear in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts . His recent publications appeared 
in the Journal of Organic Chemistry and the 
Journal of Medicinal Chemistry. He and his wife 
are expecting a child in April. 
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ANTHONY TRANQUILLO graduated from 
the University of New Haven with a B.S. in civil 
engineering and is now working as the town 
engineer for Southington, Connecticut. DAN 
MIXTER is the owner of Mixter Artist 
Management in West Hartford. Besides doing 
some acrobatics, jogging, hiking, volley ball, 
and gardening, OLIVIA HENRY is spending 
most of her time as a psychiatric social worker in 
the forensic unit of New Hampshire Hospital in 
Concord. 
Graves 
LARRY GRA YES, our valedictorian, recently 
received his doctorate in mathematics from 
Brown with a thesis in the field of differential 
geometry, and has joined the Paoli, Penn-
sylvania firm of Daniel H. Wagner, Associates, 
consultants in operations research and 
mathematics. He is now residing in Exton, 
Pennsylvania and will represent the firm with 
Commander, Second Fleet, Norfolk, Virginia . 
MIKE SOOLEY has finally arrived! He's now 
working as a management consultant for Peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell and Co. 
No little wandering has led BILL MULKEEN to 
his present position as counselor, Catholic 
Cemeteries Assoc. in West Hartford. He writes 
that heavy contact with 1iving, loving families 
brings a joy and peace that far exceeds the 
financial rewards. CATHLEEN MULLIGAN is 
an associate in the law firm of Bohan, Hitt, 
Mihalakos, and Sachner in Cheshire, Con-
necticut. 
DAVID McCLOUD and his wife are working 
in the ministry of finance in Fiji as Peace Corps 
volunteers. 
QUENTIN KEITH was recently elected an 
assistant treasurer of the Connecticut Bank and 
Trust Company. He is also treasurer of the 
Friends of Trinity Rowing and town treasurer for 
the American Cancer Society in Newington. 
CANDEE TREADWAY is now living in New 
York City and since late June has been managing 
the American Express Travel Bureau in 
Bloomingdales. She reports that it's quite an 
exciting spot and sees PAUL SACHNER and a 
few of the other '72 and '73 group from time to 
time. 
Word has reached here that TOM T AMONEY 
and CEIL Y HOWARD have been married. 
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IRA MOWITZ is studying for his doctorate in 
music at the Old Graduate College, Princeton 
University. 
RAY FAHRNER has received his master's in 
music and is now working on his doctorate. He 
hopes to stage and conduct his thesis - a 40-
minute work for mime and orchestra. 
SUE HOFFMAN FISHMAN of Hartford's 
Women in Crisis, was one of the speakers at a 
unique public hearing broadcast live over the 
Connecticut Public Television (CPTV) network. 
51 BARNES and his wife, VALERIE VAN 
ARSDELL '74, have moved to New Hampshire 
where Si will put his Cornell law degree to use as 
an associate with the law firm of Devine, 
Millimet, Stahl and Branch of Manchester. 
NANCY SARUBBI is assistant advertising 
director at the Connecticut Bank and Trust 
Company and is living in Canton. 
LARRY DOW has been named associate 
director of admissions at Trinity. 
LAWRENCE HOTEZ is a medical intern at the 
University Hospital in Boston. 
STANLEY TWARDY has been appointed 
minority counsel to the U.S. Senate Committee 
on Small Business. 
LYNNE DERRICK is working very hard 
running the very successful Gandy Dancer 
Restaurant on Capitol Hill in Washington . She 
is also working on a management consultant 
basis for another club in downtown Washington 
and is acting and contributions director for 
AST A Theatre on the Hill. 
MIKE LEDERBERG graduated from the 
University of Miami School of Law last May, 
took the Florida Bar exam and was hired by 
Dade County Public Defender's Office as an 
assistant public defender. He reminds his friends 
that Florida is nice to visit in the summer and 
they are welcome to stop in. 
LUCINDA KITTREDGE SULLIVAN finished 
her master's in special education last June in 
Boston arrd promptly moved to the Chicago area 
where her husband is in his first year at Loyola-
Stritch Medical School. She is a teacher con-
sultant in special education in the North Shore 
area of Chicago . 
Last fall, JOHN TYLER lectured at Trinity on 
the topic "Revising the Revisionists: Some 
Thoughts on the Current Stalemate Over the 
Causes of the Revolution ." 
LINDA RACIBORSKI has joined the staff of 
the Register, Torrington, Conn., as a news 
reporter and is living in Torrington. 
RICHARD RICCI is head rowing coach at 
Connecticut College in New London, Conn. He 
reports that both the men's and women's crews 
are stronger than ever. He is ably assisted by 
DAVID GREENSPAN '77 who coxed the Trin 
varsity for two years. 
ETHAN LONEY is program coordinator, 
Corporate Social ·Responsibility department of 
Aetna Life & Casualty. He, his wife and son (see 
Births) live in Middletown. 
JOYCE KRINITSKY, still teaching, spent part 
of last summer in England on a travel-study 
course. She is active in politics and is a member 
of the Democratic Town Committee in 
Terryville, Connecticut. 
JOHN CONTE is a senior at the University of 
Connecticut Medical School. 
MIKE VITALE is a math teacher at Masuk 
High School in Monroe, Conn. and is working 
on a master's in instructional computer science at 
Fairfield University. He is also an advisor to 
Radio Station WMNR, the largest high school 
radio station in New England (FM) located at 
Masuk. 
RICHARD JOHANSEN is working as product 
manager for ophthalmic surgical and diagnostic 
equipment in both domestic and international 
markets for Medical Instrument Research 
Associates, Inc. in Waltham, Mass. He expects to 
get an M .B.A. in the near future . His wife, 
Barbara, (see Weddings) is finishing her master's 
in nursing at Boston University while teaching at 
the New England Deaconess School of Nursing. 
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A few letters have come my way recently, but 
it appears that as we get settled into our 
respective careers or lack thereof, the impetus to 
keep in touch with classmates wanes. Well , let 
me encourage all of you to drop a short note, 
postcard or other form of communication to the 
address on the top of this column. 
I did receive a letter from MICHAEL 
MINARD who claimed that he was getting bored 
with never seeing his name in my column -
well, here you are, Mike. All I could decipher 
from his note was that he appears to be alive and 
living in Seattle . Maybe some more info next 
time ... 
CATHERINE ANNE CLARK is currently 
enrolled in the master of arts in teaching program 
at Brown University. 
MARCIA SPEZIALE graduated from the 
University of Connecticut School of Law in May, 
1977. She is now a teaching fellow at Stanford 
Law School. teaching legal research and writing 
with a contracts orientation . 
After graduating from Trinity, DAVE 
PREJSNAR lived in Fort Collins, Colorado 
where he worked as a reporter for the Fort 
Collins Journal. For the past year he has been 
studying for his master's degree in comparative 
religion at Temple University in Philadelphia, 
where he has been granted a research 
assistantship. 
CATHY GREEN has just graduated from law 
school. taken the New Hampshire bar exam and 
has been hired as a public defender - one of four 
in the state. 
CHAD MOONEY reports that he is still en-
joying California and has made many super 
friends. Sending his wishes to the east coast , he 
notes that he has found the social and business 
environment to be a perfect match for him: 
working on a good game of tennis and loving the 
beach and warm weather. (What about the 
business, Chad?) 
CHRISTINE ADRIANOWYCZ is currently 
employed as a software analytical engineer in the 
dynamic analysis group at Hamilton Standard 
Electrons of United Technologies Corporation in 
Windsor Locks, Connecticut. In December 1976, 
she received her M.S. in computer science from 
RPI. Recently , Christy returned from a vacation 
in Mexico where she visited JANEY DICKIN-
SON '75. She also ran into BOB FERRIS '72. 
Living in Vernon, Connecticut, Christy invites 
her Trinity friends to call or stop by if they're in 
the Hartford area. 
KATHERINE FOWLE is currently a teaching 
assistant in dance at the American University . At 
the same time she is working towards her M.A. 
in Dance. 
ED FANEUIL reports that he is currently a 
member of the Massachusetts Bar practicing law 
in Boston, Massachusetts. 
RON KAPLAN is on a leave of absence from 
Hebrew Union College to serve the Beth El 
Hebrew Congregation as a Rabbinic intern for 
one year. Ron spent last summer in Guatemala, 
Central America serving as a Rabbi to a small 
congregation. 
After leaving Trinity, RON CRET ARO 
became a VISTA volunteer serving the Charter 
Oak Terrace and Rice Heights communities of 
Hartford . Later he worked for the Capitol 
Region Conference of Churches as a tenants' 
rights worker. He has been a staff member of the 
Trinity basketball program for the last five years 
and now serves as the College's head junior 
varsity coach. 
Working as a City Hall reporter in Mt. Ver-
non, New York, covering housing, urban 
renewal and community development programs, 
CATHY HARRIS is happily living at 330 E. 74th 
Street in New York City . Previously she had 
been living and working in Rome for the Daily 
American. 
CONNIE DOYLE writes that she miraculously 
graduated with distinction from Pace University 
completing an M.B.A. in finance in August of 
1977. She has been working as an assistant to the 
finance director at the auction house of Sotheby, 
Parke, Bernet, Inc. She joined two Trin cohorts 
at this firm, namely BILL STAHL and MEG 
CALDWELL. 
CHARLENE CHIANG is enrolled in the Smith 
College masters of social work program and is 
presently serving an internship at the Vernon 
Middle School in Vernon, Connecticut. 
JOHN WILCOX has returned to Hartford to 
begin work for J.F. Russell Architects in West 
Hartford. John received his masters in ar-
chitecture from the University of Pennsylvania in 
May, 1977. 
REID BIRDSALL is now married and working 
for the St. National Bank of Connecticut as a 
management trainee. He and his wife Jacqueline 
are living in Stamford, Connecticut. 
JON EMERY recently passed the New York 
State Bar examination and has been in touch 
with HARRY HELLER and RICK HALL in New 
York City. 
DOUG SANDERSON officially became 
associated with Bettius, Rosenberger and Carter 
this fall. After graduating from George 
Washington University's Law School in May, 
1977, he passed the Virginia Bar exam and is 
currently in the process of gaining admission to 
the District of Columbia Bar. 
YOUR SECRETARY was recently named a 
consultant with the management consulting firm 
of Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby in their 
Boston office. While I don't have the warmth of 
the west coast weather, there is still something 
quite nice about the ocean crashing on the rocks 
of the New England coast near my abode in 
Marblehead. 
Helping me celebrate the New Year in style 
were DON HAWLEY, JON EMERY, CHARLIE 
MOORE, PETER GRAPE '75, TORY BAKER '75 
and TERI PASQUINE '76. 
Let's hear from more of you. Hope '78 fulfills 
all your expectations .. . 
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While many members of our class continue to 
pursue their education, a growing number of 
individuals appear to be entering their chosen 
careers, settling into a wide· variety of oc-
cupations and activities. Here's the news: 
~!l4~Syl'Via ana'B'EN BREWSTER~areenjOylng life 
in Kennebunk Beach, Maine where they are 
living in a restored farmhouse. Their daughter 
Stephanie recently turned three, and the newest 
addition to the family, Alexander, will be one 
year old in May. When not busy taking care of 
the kids, Sylvia finds time for photography, 
tennis, reading and singing with a local group. 
Off in metropolitan Sanford, Maine, Ben is 
president of Lincoln Press, a printing firm. He is 
enjoying his work, and has recently expanded 
the business. 
Cellist JANET COCHRAN is presently 
pursuing her masters degree in performance 
studying with Mary Lou Rylands, cellist with the 
New England String Quartet. Janet, who has also 
studied at the Ecole Norm ale de Musique de Paris 
and Indiana University, performed at the 
University of Connecticut last November. 
HOLLY UTZIG is putting out the ink as 
managing editor of "The Daily Grind," a free 
monthly newspaper for Hartford office wor.kers . 
The Grind began publication in the fall, and is 
but one activity of the newly formed Hartford 
Office Workers organization. The organization 
is headquartered at 57 Pratt Street, and will soon 
be focusing on working women's legal rights and 
the participation of women in the banking in-
dustry. 
LIZABETH SPOFFORD writes that she is an 
underwriter trainee for Aetna Life and Casualty. 
As director of residental services at Trinity, 
KRISTINA BENSON DOW presumably will 
soon get a chance to experience the ultimate 
delight- running the annual room lottery. Tina 
had previously served as assistant director of 
financial aid at the College. 
PETER GRAPE is completing his third year of 
medical school at the Univ. of Connecticut in 
Farmington, Conn. Peter notes that he's working 
hard but enjoying it. GAIL FREESTON is also at 
UConn, pursuing her MBA. Gail is working as a 
compensation consultant with the Aetna, and is 
living in bucolic Granby, Connecticut. 
The Boston area .remains the people's choice. 
NELSON PERRY is working as a research and 
development chemist for Orion Research, Inc. in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts . Nelson writes that 
he and ELIZABETH JAN CRAFT '77 got married 
last month. TONY PICCIRILLO is finishing up 
at Harvard Business School in Cambridge, and 
word has it that he is doing very well there. 
Sports enthusiasts in the Dedham, 
Massachusetts area can catch PETE TAUSSIG's 
articles and columns on the Boston pro teams in 
the Dedham "Daily Transcript." Pete, who was 
sports editor for the "Tripod," will also continue 
to work as a sports correspondent for United 
Press International in Boston. He spent part of 
last summer traveling the east coast with fellow 
Dedham resident FRAN CONGDON. Fran 
completed her Masters in education last year, 
and is teaching disabled students in an 
elementary school in Westford, Massachusetts. 
RALPH STONE will receive his J.D. from 
Harvard Law School this spring, and, after 
taking the bar exam, will begin work at Nutter, 
McClennen and Fish, where he worked last 
summer. 
TOM MARTIN graduated from the Boston 
University School of Management in August and 
is now a financial analyst with the Boston 
Company, an investment management firm. 
Tom notes that he heard from TOM GOLD-
BERG, who is working as an office manager for 
the metal goods district in Buffalo, New York. 
JOE CALABRO has been transferred from the 
Connecticut branch of Continental Cable Co. to 
a new plant in New Hampshire, where he has 
vaulted to the position of acting plant manager. 
Joe also continues to work in an engineering 
capacity at the plant. 
LUCY MOORE is a dance movement therapist 
at the Yale Psychiatric Institute in New Haven, 
Conn. In New London, ELLEN HUM-
PHREYVILLE MCGUIRE is the director of 
education at the Lyman Allyn Museum. Ellen has 
been organizing an educational program at the 
museum for area schools, and says that she has 
never been more challenged. 
In the literary and publishing field, CURT 
BEAUDOUIN is working for Dell Books in New 
York City, where he is an administrative editor. 
Just over the Hudson, JOHN MIESOWITZ 
and his wife Christina Weaver are embroiled in 
their final year at Seton Hall Law Center, where 
they met the first year. John is a law clerk with 
Sanford Amdur, a tax law firm, and Christina is 
clerking in the New Jersey Bell Telephone Legal 
Dept. They've left Greenwich Village for Jersey 
City, but miss the Village's excitement and exotic 
ice cream. Rumor has it that PHIL 
(EVIL)LABOVE '74, GREG BARRISON '74, 
BOB PETERSON '76, CHET BUKOWSKI '74 
and BOB ZICCARDI '74, who attended John's 
wedding last year, might know what became of 
several bottles of champagne that night. 
JOHN HAMPSON is now in his third year of 
veterinary school at the University of Penn-
sylvania in the City of Brotherly Love. 
Congratulations are in order for Urnba, as 
Bobbie Budura and he were married last July . 
DAVE LEWIS has moved to Washington, 
D.C. in quest of fame and fortune and has 
become a fellow Hoya . Dave is in his first year at 
Georgetown University Dental Center. Your 
SECRETARY is putting in his lame duck semester 
at Georgetown Law Center in Washington, and 
remains in quest of permanent employment. I 
made it to New York City for New Year's Eve 
again this year, .here a fellow inebriated alum-
and I ventured down to Times Square to watch 
the people watch the silver ball. 
Out in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, TERESA 
IWANS ECKRIDGE is a resource group leader 
for regional workshops, training people working 
with the mentally retarded in community 
programs. She has also published an article in 
her training program's newspaper, and was a 
field consultant in the preparation of a new 
assessment scale to be used in programs for the 
mentally retarded. 
ANN FEIN is still plugging away in her human 
development graduate program at the University 
of Chicago. Her husband AL LEVEILLE '74 has 
been accepted by the Opthalmology Residency 
Program at the University of Chicago and will 
begin in June. Ann notes that they recently ran 
into DONNA EPSTEIN. 
From chilly Minneapolis, Minnesota, ROBIN 
DANZIGER writes that she is a market research 
assistant for General Mills. She received her 
MBA from Wharton last spring. Robin says that 
she loves Minneapolis, and encourages anyone 
who gets out that way to drop in . 
EILEEN BRISTOW MOLLOY and her 
husband Paul are living in Berkeley, California. 
Paul was recently commissioned an Ensign in the 
Navy, and they are stationed at the Naval Air 
Station in Alameda, California. Eileen hopes to 
pursue her singing career out there. 
PHOEBE KAPTEYN writes that she got 
married last summer to Roy Christopher 
Williams, an Amherst graduate. They are living 
in Stockbridge, Massachusetts. Her husband 
owns a construction company and she is working 
as a seamstress for a fashion designer. 
According to word received here, BOB 
TOOMEY recently joined the staff of the First 
National Bank of Boston. 
If you get a chance, send something along to 
the College and participate in the Dana 
Challenge Campaign. In any event, your 
classmates would like to know what you're up to 
these days, so drop a line to the Alumni Office or 
the above address and let us know what you're 
doing and thinking. 
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GERRY LaPLANTE, sports information 
director at the College, has been coaching 
freshman football and varsity lacrosse and is 
working on his M.A. in education. 
MATTHEW DOMINSKI worked as a 
financial associate for Continental Can in 
Stamford, Connecticut, last summer and will 
graduate from the University of Chicago 
Graduate School of Business in June. 
DOROTHEA GLA TIE just completed a year 
of biblical studies in New Jersey and has applied 
to Gorden-Conwell Theological Seminary in 
Massachusetts for her mas ter's degree in 
Christian education. 
BOB PARZYCH is a math teacher at Penney 
High School in East Hartford. He has been 
coaching freshman football with Chet McPhee 
and working at WRTC sports department, 
broadcasting varsity football games. 
BOB COLE is business services officer for the 
Connecticut Department of Mental Health. He 
recently became licensed by the State of Con-
necticut as a real estate salesman and is 
associated with the Deming & Luscornb Com-
pany of Farmington. 
JIM MARSH, a student at Harvard Medical 
School, writes that he continues to play the 
trying role of a big sponge there, soaking up all 
the medical facts in sight, but realizes that later 
when the squeeze is on he will be happier for it. 
STEVE THOREN received his master's degree 
in environmental science and technology from 
the Hartford Graduate Center and is research 
assistant at The Center for the Environment and 
Man. 
PETE SILKOWSKI is teaching at Xavier High 
School in Middletown and has coached freshman 
football. 
DICK WALTON is enrolled in the M .B.A. 
program at Harvard Business School and finds it 
very exciting. 
JIM PRATZON, working on his M.F.A. 
degree at New York University, writes that he 
has become a denizen of the abnormally quiet 
middle East Side of New York. He is re-reading 
"Future Shock" and listening to Dwight Twilley's 
first album. 
After a year with a New York advertising 
agency, DEAN PERTON is now in Los Angeles 
pursuing his M.A. in architecture at UCLA. 
DAVE SHARAF is a second year student at the 
University of Massachusetts Medical School. 
WAYNE SOKOLOSKY is unit manager at the 
First Bank in New Haven . He reports that he 
thoroughly enjoyed his year abroad, studying at 
the University of Brussels, Belgium and playing 
international basketball for the Belgium League. 
DAN BENNINGHOFF is media planner for 
Grey Advertising in New York City. 
JANE OLBERG is assistant buyer for Earl 
Allen Ski & Tennis in Washington, D.C. and is 
living in Georgetown with CAROL VON 
STADE and JEANNE BECKWITH. She writes 
that she often sees GINO BARRA, ROGER 
BOWIE, BILL PROWELL, MARGIE JOHNSON, 
and JACK ORRICK. All of the above live in 
Washington except Roger who is in Baltimore. 
BOB GIBSON is in his second year of teaching 
Afro-American history and American govern-
ment at James Hillhouse High School in New 
Haven. Last summer he was involved in a Yale 
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University history education project and 
developed a secondary school unit on recon-
struction. 
DWIGHT BROWN has joined JILL and TOM 
'73 JENSEN in Idaho,. deserting New England to 
become a Westerner and working as a salesman 
for Fisher's Office Equipment in Boise. 
By this time, MELISSA WENDER should have 
her master's in biomedical engineering. Her 
thesis was on Cardiac Infarct Size. 
JON DONNELLY writes that he is assistant 
sales manager for American B.D. Company 
(Opici Wines) and is indulging in the finer 
aspects of the wine trade . Occasionally he sees 
CHRIS JENNINGS, BLAIR FISHBURN, JAY 
MORGAN '75 and TOM SHULTZ. 
NANCY HIRSCHHORN was in Bogota, 
Colombia from June 1976 to July 1977, teaching 
English. She is now studying at Georgetown 
University for a Master of Science in foreign 
service. She saw DAVID KYLE who is studying 
for a master's in international affairs at Johns 
Hopkins. 
We hear that DAVE ROUNTREE, after 
completing a 15-rnonth business school program 
at Babson, has just recently joined the staff at the 
First National Bank of Boston . 
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Heard from a few more of you this time 
Keep up the good work! 
JANE ANNUNZIATA writes that she is 
working in New Haven and volunteering at the 
Yale hospital psychiatric ward . She is applying 
to graduate school in psychology for next year. 
SARAH GORDON is living in Hartford and 
training to be a psychiatric aide at the Institute of 
Living. 
Others enrolled in graduate psychology 
programs include MARK STRICKLAND at Kent 
State University, PATRICIA GRANDJEAN in 
Community Psychology at the University of 
New Haven, and RICHARD DUBIEL at the 
University of Texas at Austin. 
In the retail field, BARBARA COOPERMAN 
is a branch manager in Manhattan as the first 
stage in Macy's executive training program. 
RICHARD ELLIOTT is working toward a 
joint JD/MPA degree at Columbia Law School 
and Woodrow Wilson. 
JILL EPSTEIN is also at Columbia University, 
enrolled in a graduate program in social work. 
STUART LOVEJOY lives in New York City as 
welL employed with General Reinsurance. 
Working for Travelers Insurance are 
THOMAS LINES and JOSEPHINE FAILLA. 
Torn is ·an underwriter in Windscrr while 
Josephine is an assistant analyst in Hartford. 
DOUG MCGARRAH has ventured into 
politics as an administrative aide for 
Massachusetts State Senator J. Wolver. He is 
-.-
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currently living in Boston. Also in Boston is 
MARION KUHN. 
While MEGAN MAGUIRE is enjoying her 
travels throughout South America, graduates in 
Philadelphia are immersed in studies . 
DEBORAH KAYE is enrolled at Penn Law 
School and JEFF MELTZER is at Wharton School 
of Business. JIM PARKER, DAN LINCOLN and 
PAUL SCHNEIDER are also at Penn, in the 
school of architecture. 
After a summer spent constructing paddle 
tennis courts, MIKE DIEFENBACK obtained 
work with E.F. Hutton brokerage firm of New 
York City . 
STEPHEN CORSO has begun his masters 
work in a 3 year divinity program at Andover 
Newton Theological School. 
PETE SWITCHENKO is a graduate student in 
mechanical engineering at "MIT. He is engaged to 
Patricia Kraczkowsky and plans to be married 
this June. 
JEOFFREY BINGHAM was married to Lisa 
Blomgren last August. Jeoffrey is a computer 
programmer/ systems analyst for Massachusetts 
Mutual Life. 
DREW T AMONEY writes that he is a 
management trainee at the First National Bank of 
Boston. 
MASTERS 
1937 HELEN CARMODY HURLEY is now 
retired as a teacher from the Hartford 
Public School System. 
1939 LEO McCRANN was the speaker at 
the fall luncheon meeting of the 
Massachusetts Retired Teachers' 
Association in Fitchburg. His topic 
was "The Past: Teachers Forced to 
Organize - The Present: A Threat to 
Our Organization ." He is state 
director of the National Retired 
Teachers Association. 
1947 ARTHUR SEBELIUS writes that he . 
still enjoys traveling. He made a 
second trip to Australia and covered 
11,500 miles of outback, city and rain 
forest travel. He is ready for the next 
trip- Europe, Asia, Russia? 
1952 HARRY STAHL is retired from United 
Technologies Research Center. His 
son, HARRY R. '73, earned his law 
degree from Boston University and 
was admitted to the Connecticut Bar 
last spring. 
1953 NELSON FARQUHAR is continuing 
the Australian Dimension Project in 
second phase, wherein Australian 
independent school personnel attend 
educational workshops and visit 
independent sc oo s ere in New 
England. 
1954 HAROLD BERGER has recently had 
his book, "Science Fiction and the 
New Dark Age," published by 








DAVE BREWER.is starting his second 
season with the Washington Capitals 
(N.H.L.) as special assignment pro 
scout. He has also finished writing an 
instructional book on hockey entitled 
"Tramping, Grinding and Other 
Things Your Mother Never Told You 
About Professional Ice Hockey" and is 
now seeking a publisher. 
HELEN SHELDRICK is retired and a 
member of UNA-USA (Connecticut 
Chapter). She is listed in "Community 
Leaders and Noteworthy Americans" 
1975-76 and 1976-77 and also in 
"International Biographies." 
TED YONAN has been appointed 
executive vice president of operations 
for Northeast Financial Services in 
West Hartford. 
GEORGE MURRAY is a corporator 
and member of the board of directors 
of the Health Systems Agency of 
North Central Connecticut (HSA) Inc. 
PHILIP SAIF was selected by 
UNESCO as one of a four-member 
international team to go to Qatar (a 
Middle East OPEC country) to help in 
establishing a Center for Research and 
Development in Education. The Center 
will be the nucleus for a greater one to 
serve the newly established Univer-
sity . 
DAVID BALBONI has a new job as 
general manager, Film Fibers of E-B 
Industry in Simsbury, Connecticut. 
His oldest daughter, Paula, is in her 
third year at Harvard Medical School; 
son, Steve, has just been married; Jeff 
is a sophomore at Yale University; 
Judy is a senior at Simsbury High 
School; and Peter is in the third grade. 
BERNARD GILMAN has retired as 
guidance counselor at Hartford Public 
High School after 20 years of service. 
MOLLY BOGGIS is an instructor in 
education and coordinator of 
secondary education program at 
Connecticut College in New London. 
JOHN HILL, JR. left his position as 
general counsel at University of 
Connecticut to set up the first such 
office at Boston University. 
MARYLOUISE MEDER, professor at 
Emporia State University, vacationed 
in Ireland for two months. 
BARCLAY JOHNSON, JR. is director 
of professional development at the 
Taft School in Watertown, Con-
necticut, where he also teaches English 





JUNE RICHARDSON was named-----
"Oklahoma Teacher of the Year" for 
1976-77. She traveled to Israel, Greece 
and Turkey in June and July 1977. 
ELEANORE CLARK has been ap-




CG Investment Management Com-
pany, which manages Connecticut 
General Life's six mutual funds . 
Clark 
JOSEPH CURRY, headmaster of 
Cushing Academy in Ashburnham , 
Massachusetts, has been elected a 
trustee of the Academy. 
NELLIE AGOSTINO was elected to 
"Who's Who of American Women" 
1977-78, "Noted Americans for 1976-
77," and "World Who 's Who of 
Women" 1977-78. 
DONA PAWLOSKI GINTY is 
assistant professor of English at 
Mattatuck Community College in 
Waterbury, Connecticut. 
AUSTIN ALBERT is head of foreign 
languages at Hopkins School in New 
Haven. He is married and has five 
children. His daughter, Maureen, is at 
Southern Connecticut State College; 
son, James, at University of Con-
necticut; Andy at Hopkins; JoAnn and 
David at Green Acres School in North 
Haven. 
HAROLD COL VOCORESSES was 
awarded a Ph.D. in romance lan-
guages by the University of Con-
necticut in May 1976. He has been 
promoted to the rank of associate 
professor, romance languages at 
Manchester Community College. 
WILLIAM HILLIARD is co-pastor at 
St. Thomas the Apostle Church in 
West Hartford. 
On September 19, HENRY 
AGOSTINELLI was sworn into the 
First Company of the Connecticut 
Governor's Foot Guard, the nation's 
oldest military organi7ation, having 
been formed m 1771. 
ANTHONY CARRENO received his 
M.Phil. in 1974 and. Ph.D . in 1975 
from Yale University. He is assistant 
professor in the department of Spanish 
at the University of Illinois in Urbana. 
He has had published two books and 
more than twelve articles. 
JULIUS CASTAGNO is the owner of 
the Kensington Pharmacy in Ken-
sington, Connecticut. 
JOLENE GOLDENTHAL is an art 
critic for The Hartford Courant and 
also artistic director of The Hartford 
Playwrights, an organization of area 
working playwrights. 
FLORENCE LEVINE is a biology 
teacher at Manchester (Connecticut) 
High School. Her daughter, Judith, 
graduated from the University of 
Chicago Medical School in June and is 
now an intern at Children's Hospital 
in Philadelphia. 
KATHLEEN GALLAGHER has a new 
job and is enjoying it very much. She 
is an English teacher at Middletown 
(Connecticut) High School. She is 
finishing sixth year in educational 
administration at the University of 
Connecticut this year. 
ROBERT GAZDA is principal of 
Gateway Regional High School in 
Huntington, Massachusetts. 
PAMELA GREENWOOD is a 
marketing representative for IBM 
Corporation in Hartford. 
JAY BROWN writes that he has 
become certified to conduct for self-
enrichment and academic credit, a 
personal awareness and growth 
program called "Adventures in At-
titudes" of which he is senior coor-
dinator and which is published by the 
Personal Dynamics Institute of 
Minneapoli~, Minnesota. 
MICHAEL EANES is assistant 
headmaster for ·development at The 
Gunnery School in Washington, 
Connecticut. Congratulations to him 
and his wife on the birth of their 
second child, Christopher Michael, in 
August 1976. 
MARY ANN JUREK vacationed in 
India and Nepal last summer. 
ALAN MILLER is librarian of the Art 
and Architecture Library of the 
University of Oregon in Eugene. 
SHASHIKALA PATEL has a new job 
at the D.C. chapter of the Red Cross. 
The Patels and their baby daughter, 
Sonna, reside in Alexandria , Virginia. 
BOB PRATT is director of research 
for the Connecticut State Board of 
Higher Education. He was appointed 
by the Governor to the Advocacy 







State Advisory Council on Vocational 
Education and was a member of the 
Connecticut delegation to the White 
House Conference on the Han-
dicapped. 
KARLA HAMMOND is a free-lance 
writer working on a text of interviews 
with women poets. She has in -
terviewed such poets as Maxine 
Kumin and Marge Percy. She reviews 
for New Directions and Doubleday. 
Her poetry is upcoming in CHOMO-
URI (University of Massachusetts), 
and " West Branch" (Bu ckn ell 
University) . She was a winner of 
Chase Going Woodhou se Po etry 
Award in 1976 and a finalist in 1977. 
LARRY MOFFI writes that he is doing 
free-lance editorial work. A collection 
of his poems, "Homing In ," was 
recently published by the Ridge Road 
Press of Iowa City. 
SYDNEY ELKIN has beco me 
associated with the law firm of Greene 
and Bloom in Hartford. 
Overstrom 
GUNNAR OVERSTROM, JR. has 
been named vice president, finance , 
by Hartford National Bank . In ad-
dition, he will continue as treasurer of 
Hartford National Corporation. 
GAUNA FROLOW is a teacher at 
Bloomfield (Connecticut) High 
School. 
WALTER SHICKO is with the 
correspondent banking g roup , 
Connecticut Bank & Trust. 
SUSAN LINTELMANN studied at the 
University of Siena last summer. She 
expects to receive her M.Lit. from the 
University of St. Andrews in Scotland 
this year. 
ANNE HOROWITZ is part-time 
instructor in political science at 
Northwestern Connecticut Co m-
munity College in Winsted. 
CYNl=HIA MARSELE is a T.1tle I tutor 
in reading at Memorial School in 
Wilbraham , Massachusetts and is 
attending University of Hartford for 
sixth year in reading. She is also 
president of the Enfield (Connecticut ) 
Junior Women's Club. 
DAVID CAMPBELL has been ap-
pointed advisor to the Jurisdictional 
Boundaries Committee, between the 
New York and Southern New England 
Annual Conferences of the United 
Methodist Church to study Con-
necticut boundaries. 
ROBERT DION is machine design 
engineer for Jacobs Manufacturing 
Company in West Hartford. 
SHIRLEY LOWE is a teacher of Latin 
and developmental reading in the 
Wayland Schools. She and her 
husband with their son, John Michael, 
age 2 live in Hudson, Massachusetts. 
GAIL ANDREWS has a new job as 
coach-instructor of the women's tennis 
and basketball teams at Skidmore 
College. She is living in Saratoga 
Springs, New York . 
SANDRA BECKER presented an 
illustrated lecture depicting early 
Litchfield (Connecticut) history en-
titled 'The Treasure Chest of Julius 
Deming" at The Litchfield Historical 
Society. She is a faculty member of 
Wamogo Regional High School in 
Litchfield. 
ROBERT GlUNT A, JR. has joined the 
law firm of Joseloff and Sudarsky of 
Hartford as an associate. 
DONALD Y ACOVONE has received 
a fellowship to do graduate work in 
American diplomatic history at 
Claremont Graduate School. He is 
residing in Cucamonga, California 
(yes, there is a Cucamonga!). 
HONORARY 
FRANCIS GRUBBS, retired head-
master of the Loomis School in 
Windsor, Connecticut, is a consultant 
on alumni affairs for Loomis-Chaffee 
School on a part-time basis. He lives 
in Kent, Connecticut. 
V-12 
DOUGLAS ROFRANO writes that he 
is divorced. He has two sons in 
college. 
IN MEMORY 
HARRY HAMIL TON COCHRANE, 1901 
Harry H. Cochrane, retired chief engineer of 
Montana Power Company, died at his home in 
Sun City, Arizona S."'ptember 20. He was 96. 
Born in Hartford, he graduated from Trinity in 
1901. As an undergraduate, he was a member of 
the track and basketball teams. He attended 
Cornell University where he received his M.M.E. 
degree in 1906. 
In that same year, he went to Montana and 
was employed by the Missouri River Power 
Company and later by the Butte Electric and 
Power Company. Mr. Cochrane was chief 
engineer for Montana Power until he retired in 
1949. He played a major role in utility con-
struction in the state and Montana Power's 
hydroelectric dam at Great Falls is named for 
him. He was a fellow of the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers. 
He is survived by a daughter, Mrs . A. R. 
Sievers of Sun City, Arizona; a son, John, of Big 
Arm, Arizona; two grandchildren and three 
great-grandchildren. 
De LOS SCHUYLER PULFORD, 1912 
D. Schuyler Pulford, M. D. , died October 26, 
in Milan, Italy. He was 85 . 
Born in Tacoma, Washington, he graduated 
from Trinity in 1912. He was captain of the 
tennis team and a member of Delta Psi fraternity. 
A graduate of Johns Hopkins Medical School 
and the Mayo Clinic, Dr. Pulford practiced 
internal medicine in Sacramento, California for 
50 years before his retirement in 1970. 
He leaves his wife , Mrs. Rita B. Pulford of 
Sacramento; and a brother, DeKoven Pulford of 
Rio de Janeiro , Brazil. 
VICTOR FRANCIS DeNEZZO, 1916 
Victor F. DeNezzo, a practicing attorney in the 
Hartford area for more than 50 years, died in 
Hartford December 12. He was 83. 
Born in Hartford, he graduated from Trinity in 
1916 and from Yale Law School in 1920. 
Mr. DeNezzo served as an alderman from 1921 
and 1923 and was later appointed chief clerk in 
charge of corporations in the Office of the 
Secretary of State. 
He was a former prosecuting attorney for the 
City of Hartford and served as judge of the 
. Hart ord Police Co ur t from 1946t01950. Mr-:-
DeNezzo was a member of the Hartford, 
Connecticut and American Bar Associations. 
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Agnes Nolan 
DeNezzo; a son, Frank V. DeNezzo of West 
Hartford; a daughter, Mrs. Laura DiCorcia of 
Hartford and six grandchildren. 
MORRIS DWORSKI, 1917 
Morris Dworski , who developed the world's 
first effective tuberculosis vaccine, died October 
10, in Saranac Lake, New York. He was 83. 
Born in Hartford, he graduated from Trinity in 
1917 and received his master's degree from Yale 
University as the first graduate of its School of 
Public Health. 
Mr. Dworski worked for the Saranac Lake 
Laboratory as a bacteriologist from 1922 until 
1952 when he became director of clinical 
laboratories and research at Will Rogers 
Memorial Hospital in Saranac Lake. He retired in 
1972. 
Mr. Dworski was credited in a 1968 news 
dispatch with developing "what appears to be the 
world's first effective anti-tuberwlosis vaccine." 
He is survived by his wife, Mrs . Ann 
Mackweis Dworski. 
JOHN SCARBOROUGH GUMMERE, 1917 
John S. Gummere, retired librarian, died 
October 19, in Cheshire, Connecticut. He was 
82. 
Born in Trenton, New Jersey, Mr. Gummere 
graduated from Trinity in 1917 and was a 
member of Delta Phi fraternity . He received a 
master's degree from Columbia University in 
1918 and also attended the Drexel Institute 
Library School. 
He taught at Newark (New Jersey) Academy 
from 1920 to 1923; was an assistant in the 
acquisitions department of the Washington 
Square Library, New York University from 1926 
to 1930; librarian at Haverford School from 1930 
to 1931; and was chief of readers services and 
reference librarian , Yale Law School Library 
from 1931 to 1961, when he retired. 
Mr. Gummere's grandfather, Bishop John 
Scarborough of New Jersey, was a member of the 
Class of 1854. 
FERNALD GORDON WENTWORTH, 1930 
Fernald G. Wentworth, who played principal 
viola with the Savannah (Georgia) Symphony 
Orchestra, died in that city December 24. 
Born in New Haven he graduated from Trinity 
in 1930 and then from Yale Univcrsity School of 
Music. 
Mr. Wentworth played viola with the New 
Haven Symphony Orchestra for many years 
and, for the past 17 years, was with the 
Savannah Symphony Orchestra. He also had 
been associated with symphony orchestras in 
Jacksonville, Florida; Charleston, South 
Carolina; and Augusta, Georgia. 
He is survived by a brother, Warren T. 
Wentworth of Lynn, Massachusetts; and two 
sisters, Miss Lydia H . Wentworth of Lebanon, 
Maine, and Mrs. Marjorie W. Goodyear of West 
Haven, Connecticut. 
~RICK INGV"A"""R ROEGBERG, 1938;-M.A. 1940-
Erick I. Hoegberg, a chemical patents scientist, 
died November 10, in Wallingford, Penn-
sylvania. He was 61. 
Born in Minneapolis, Minnesota he received 
his bachelor's degree in 1938 and master's degree 
in 1940, both in chemistry. 
He was employed at the FMC Corporation for 
21 years where he was an information scientist 
for patents in the agricultural chemical group in 
Princeton. Prior to his association with FMC Mr. 
Hoegberg had held positions at the American 
Cyanamid Company. 
He was the author of numerous articles in 
scientific and technical journals in the fields of 
organic synthesis and information science. He 
was also responsible for nine patents, including 
the basic patent on dimethoate insecticide. 
A member of the Wallingford Presbyterian 
Church, Mr. Hoegberg was a ruling elder of the 
Presbyterian Church . 
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Ruth Grotz 
Hoegberg; a son, David Erick, a student; and a 
daughter Martha Sue, of Washington, D. C. 
RECENT BEQUESTS AND MEMORIAL GIFTS 
Trinity acknowledges with a deep sense of loss the passing of alumni and other friends of the 
College. It seems appropriate to list the bequests and memorial gifts which have been made to 
honor them. 
A gift of $1,000 for the alumni fund in memory of the Rev. James F. English '16, Hon . 
D.D.'44 . 
A bequest of $10,000 for general purposes from the estate of Samuel C. Wilcox '25 . 
A gift of $500 for the library book fund in memory of Frederick J. Eberle '27, bringing this 
fund to more than $15,000. 
A gift of $1,000 for the alumni fund in memory of the Rt. Rev. Walter H. Gray, Hon. D.D. 
'41, former Life Trustee of the College. 
A gift of $1,000 for the scholarship fund in memory of the Rev. Flavel Sweeten Luther, 
former President of the College, bringing this fund to $15,000. 
An additional amount of $1,029.17 for general purposes from the estate of William H. 
Bulkeley, bringing the total bequest to $4,779.17. 
An additional amount of $8,000 for scholarship purposes from the estate of Marjorie Sells 
Carter, bringing the total bequest to $18,000. 
Gifts have also been received in memory of the following alumni and friends: 
Clinton J. Backus, Jr. '09 Michael A. Moraski '72 
B. Floyd Turner '10 Prof. Clarence H. Barber 
George T . Bates '12 Prof. Alexander A. Mackimmie, Jr. 
The Rev. Charles A. Bennett '15 Prof. Louis H. Naylor 
The Rev . Bertram LB. Smith '15 Prof. Mitchel N. Pappas 
William J. Cahill '20 Prof. Sterling B. Smith 
John F. Butler '33 G. Ellis Schaefer 
Chester M. Yahn '35 Cara Stel Shoenfelt 
James F. Straley '49 Inez Spiles Wyatt 
David R. Stern '69 
JOHN LOUIS DOWN, 1942 
John L. Down, owner of the John L. Down 
Insurance Agency, died August 25, in Newtown 
Square, Penn~ylvania. He was 56. 
Born in Hartford, he attended area schools 
before moving to Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 
where he completed high school. He entered 
Trinity with the Class of 1942. As an un-
dergraduate , he was a member of the Glee Club, 
choir and the freshman soccer team. He also 
attended Lebanon Valley College, Lebanon 
Valley, Pennsylvania, and Temple University in 
Philadelphia. He served with the Air Force 
during World War II. 
Mr. Down was a former assistant district 
commander of the Boy Scouts of America 
(Valley Forge Council), past president of the 
Underwriters Club of Philadelphia, and past state 
director, Pennsylvania Agents Association. Mr. 
Down was a member of St. Mark's Methodist 
Church in Newtown Square. 
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Rosalba Martinelli 
Down; and three sons, John, Edward, and 
David. 
WALTER PAUL KLOSS, 1942 
Walter P . Kloss, prominent in real estate and 
political circles in Thomaston, Connecticut, died 
in Waterbury, November 3. He was 60. 
Born in Thomaston, he was educated in local 
schools and graduated from Trinity in 1942. 
Owner of the Kloss-Lyons-Dupont Insurance 
Real Estate Company, he was a member and past 
chairman of the Planning and Zoning Com-
mission, a former tax collector, former member 
of the Board of Education and the Democratic 
Town Committee. He was a corporator of the 
Thomaston Savings Bank. 
Mr. Kloss was a member of several service 
organizations and was past president of the 
Connecticut Chapter of the Society of Real Estate 
Appraisers . He was selected Realtor of the Year 
for Connecticut in 1964. 
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Margaret 
Birdsall Kloss; two sons, Walter Kloss, Jr. of 
Middlebury, Connecticut and Richard Kloss of 
Thomaston, Connecticut; a brother, Stanley 
Kloss of Columbus, Ohio; two sisters, Mrs. 
Frank Bilosz and Mrs. John Zaino, both of 
Bristol, Connecticut; and three grandchildren. 
WILLIAM P . BOLAND, MA 1948 
William P. Boland, retired principal of Crosby 
High School of Waterbury, Connecticut, died in 
that city December 21. He was 83. 
Born in New Brookfield, Massachusetts, he 
graduated from Holy Cross College in 1917. 
Shortly after becoming a member of the faculty 
of Carlton Academy in Summit, New Jersey, he 
enlisted in the Navy. After his discharge, Mr. 
Boland taughtat Lowell High- School, Lowell , 
Massachusetts before joining the faculty at 
Crosby High School in 1920 where he remained 
until his retirement in 1965. 
During his career at Crosby, he headed the 
departments of social science, history, and Latin. 
He was named principal in 1965. 
Mr. Boland attended Yale Graduate School of 
Education and received his master of arts degree 
from Trinity in 1948. 
He is survived by two sons, Dr. William P . 
Boland and Dr. David T . Boland, both of 
Cheshire, Connecticut, and four grandchildren. 
SAMUEL COOK EDSALL, 1949 
Samuel C. Edsall, an educational television 
broadcast engineer, died December 24 at his 
home in Monroe, New Hampshire. He was 54. 
Born in Geneva, New York, he was the son of 
The Rev. Samuel H. Edsall '15, M.A. '19. 
Mr. Edsall attended South Kent School before 
entering Trinity with the Class of 1949. His 
fraternity was Alpha Delta Phi. 
He was a broadcast engineer on the original 
staff of WKNB-TV, West Hartford (now WHNB, 
Channel30) from 1951 until joining Connecticut 
Public Television Corporation as chief engineer 
in 1962. He set up WEDH-TV, Channel 24's first 
studios in the basement of the Trinity Library. 
He supervised the construction in 1967 of 
broadcasting facilities of CPTV Channel 53 in 
Norwich and Channel 49 in Bridgeport , Mr. 
Edsall left Hartford in 1969 to become ·chief 
engineer of Long Island Public Television in 
Garden City, New York. In 1976 he joined the 
University of New Hampshire's educational 
television network. 
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Mary Worthey Edsall; 
three sons, Samuel H. Edsall of the Navy, Robert 
Edsall and Jonathan E. Edsall, both at home; 
three daughters, Diane Edsall of Farmingdale, 
New York, Janet Edsall of Rochester, New York, 
and Elizabeth Edsall at home; his parents, The 
Rev. and Mrs . Samuel H. Edsall of Southbury, 
Connecticut; and a sister, Mrs. Mary G. Truslow 
of Fairfield, Connecticut. 
STANLEY FORREST RODGERS, 1949 
The Very Rev . Stanley F. Rodgers, dean of 
Grace Cathedral in San Francisco, died De-
cember 11 . He was 49. 
Born in Cambridge, Massachusetts, he 
graduated from Trinity in 1949. He was a 
member of Delta Phi fraternity . 
After teaching in schools in Connecticut and 
New Jersey, he attended the Protestant Episcopal 
Theological Seminary in Virginia, graduating 
with a Master of Divinity degree in 1955. He 
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served as vicar of St. Elizabeth's Church in 
Sudbury, Massachusetts from 1955 to 1960. For 
the next five years, he was associate director of 
the Educational Center in St. Louis, Missouri, a 
center doing research , supervision and design of 
religious educational programs. 
In 1965, the Rev. Mr. Rodgers was appointed 
dean of Christ Church Cathedral in St. Louis, 
and, in 1967, canon chancellor of Grace 
Cathedral in San Francisco. He was named viCe 
dean of the Cathedral in 1969 and dean in 1975. 
The Rev. Mr. Rodgers was co-author of a 
textbook on marriage and family life entitled 
Marriage, the Family, and Personal Fulfillment 
published by Prentice-Hall. 
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Helen Rodgers 
of San Francisco; two sons, Forrest of Oregon, 
and Malcolm . of San Francisco; and three 
daughters, Sarah of San Diego, Elizabeth of Los 
Angeles, and Hope of San Francisco. 
LIVINGSTON WADDELL HOUSTON, Hon. 
1949 
Livingston W. Houston, retired president of 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and founder and 
president of the Hartford Graduate Center, died 
November 22, in Troy, New York. He was 86. 
Born in Wyoming, Ohio, he graduated from 
RPI in 1913 with a degree in mechanical 
engineering. 
The youngest person to be honored as a life 
trustee by his college in 1925, Mr. Houston held 
the positions of secretary, treasurer, and 
executive vice president of the Board of Trustees. 
He became president in 1944, a post he held until 
1958 when he was elected chairman of the Board . 
He founded the RPI-Hartford Graduate 
Center, now known as just the Hartford 
Graduate Center, in 1955. 
Mr. Houston held trusteeships at the Troy 
Public Library, the Albany Academy and the 
Troy Savings Bank . He was a director of the 
Marine Midland National Bank of Troy, the 
United Traction Company of Albany, The 
Rensselaer Improvement Company and the 
Albany Insurance Company. 
He leaves three daughters, Mrs. Edward F. 
Mahar of Loudonville, New York; Mrs. 
Maynard and Nancy Houston of Urbana, 
Illinois; a sister, Mrs. Leland Neeves of Evan-
ston, Illinois; and six grandchildren. 
SAMUEL JOHN TURKINGTON, JR., 1950 
Samuel J. Turkington, Jr., 52, died August 1 at 
the West Haven (Connecticut) Veterans 
Hospital. 
Mr. Turkington was born in Manchester, 
Connecticut, and lived there all his life. After 
attending local schools, he graduated from 
Trinity in-1950;--
A former town clerk in Manchester, he was a 
teacher in the Eastford (Connecticut) elementary 
school system before his retirement fcur years 
ago. Previously, he had been employed in the 
Tax Department of the Hartford National Bank. 
Active in community affairs, Mr. Turkington 
was an organizer and charter member of the 
Manchester Junior Chamber of Commerce, now 
the Manchester Jaycees. 
He served in both World War II and the 
Korean Conflict as a radar navigator bom-
bardier and flew a total of 87 missions. He 
received a presidential citation for meritorious 
. achievement and was holder of the Air Medal 
with Oak Leaf Clusters. 
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Maryann 
Balch Turkington; a son, Samuel J. Turkington 
III; two daughters, Mrs. Paul T. MacDonald and 
Ann B. Turkington, both of Manchester; a 
brother, Frederic E. Turkington of Rockville, 
Connecticut; a sister, Mrs. Rosalind T. Quish of 
Narragansett, Rhode Island; and a grandson. 
MARVIN E. HOLSTAD, M.A. 1965 
Marvin E. Holstad, insurance executive, died 
March 8 at his home in West Hartford. He was 
49. 
Born in Oregon City, Oregon, he graduated 
from Oregon State University and received his 
master's degree from Trinity in 1965. 
Mr. Holstad was employed by Connecticut 
General Insurance Company for 24 years and, at 
the time of his death, was a supervisor in the 
Group Pension Department. 
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Audrey 
Goodrich Holstad; two daughters, Mrs. Phyllis 
J. King of Carversville, Pennsylvania, and Mrs. 
Linda A. Morrissey of New Britain, Connecticut; 
and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Holstad of 
Santa Monica, California. 
MICHAEL ALAN MORASKI, 1972 
Michael A. Moraski died November 23 as a 
result of a car accident in Torrington, Con-
necticut. He was 27. 
Mr. Moraski was born in Hartford and lived in 
the Winsted-Torrington area all his life. He 
attended local schools and graduated from 
Trinity in 1973. He also did graduate work at the 
University of New Mexico. 
'He leaves his father, Dr. Alfred C. Moraski of 
Torrington, Connecticut; his mother, Mrs. 
Barbara M. Moraski of Winsted, Connecticut; a 
brother Alfred C. Moraski, Jr.. and a sister, 
Dyan Moraski, both of Winsted; his paternal 
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simpson of 
Winsted; and his maternal grandparents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Joseph Victor of Winsted. 
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WOMEN'S SQUASH: 
Another Fine Season 
The women's squash team continues 
to stand out as one of the most suc-
cessful in the Trinity athletic program. 
Its 10-4 final record, while not as fine a 
record as the women racqueteers have 
produced in the past seasons, 
represents a good showing, given the 
youth and inexperience which 
characterized the 1978 team. 
With several key players returning 
from first term academic leaves of 
absence, coach Jane Millspaugh's team 
started slowly with a 5-2 loss to 
Dartmouth. Successive 7-0 wins over 
Wesleyan, Pennsylvania and Mid-
dlebury (twice) sent the Trinity women 
into the Howe Cup Tournament, an 
annual team competition, with high 
hopes. An opening round loss dropped 
Trinity into the consolation round and 
the team ended up in seventh place. 
After defeating Brown 6-1, the 
MEN'S BASKETBALL: 
Inspired Play 
With only one victory in its first 
eight contests, the 1977-78 Trinity 
basketball team seemed to be following 
in the path of last year's squad. The 
unpromising situation was com-
pounded by the loss of two big men, 
which left Trinity with a 6'3" center. 
But the Bantams did not give up hope. 
Instead, the inspirational leadership of 
first year coach Bill Harman and the 
unified spirit of a predominantly senior 
team brought Trinity back to 
respectability. The hoopsters played 
some excellent basketball in the second 
half of the season, improving their 
·final record to 6-14 and pulling two big 
__ upsets along the wa-y. 
TRINITY 
SPORTS +, 
After opening losses to M.I.T. (58-
53) and Clark (93-75), Trinity gave 
Harman his first career win with a 69-
63 decision at Amherst. The Trinity-
University of Hartford Invitational 
wa·s held at UHartford this year, and 
the hosts wiped out the Bantams by a 
102-70 score in the opening round. 
Central Connecticut went on to win 
the title game and Trinity dropped a 
heartbreaker to Wesleyan, 61-57, in 
the consolation game. 
Trinity resumed its competition after 
a 41-day semester-break layoff, and the 
second term saw several personnel 
changes in the Blue and Gold squad. 
The loss of Brent Cawelti and Bradd 
Gold, 6'6" and 6'5" respectively, and 
the return of last year's leading scorer 
Artie Blake '78, a 5'10" forward, 
transformed the Bantams into a team 
heralded by the media as the "short 
people" or "a team worthy of its 
nickname." 
Lopsided losses to Coast Guard (79-
65), Williams (87-49) and Kings Point 
(79-59) allowed the Trinity team to 
work on its new style, an aggressive, 
hustling brand of team basketball. 
The hard work began to pay off as 
Trinity played a poised complete game 
in beating Wesleyan 77-65 for its 
second win and the beginning of a 
seven-game stretch of exciting college 
Bantam women journeyed to Williams 
and dropped a tough 4-3 match to their 
arch rival. Shutout wins (7-0) over 
Tufts, Vassar, Smith, Franklin and 
Marshall, and Amherst, coupled with 
losses to Yale (5-2) and Princeton (7-0) 
brought about the final record. 
Juniors Marion DeWitt and Nina 
McLane led the team with 11-2 and 12-
2 respective individual records. 
Millspaugh also singled out the play of 
Kim Henning '81 who produced a 7-2 
record, never having played squash 
before coming to Trinity. DeWitt, the 
team captain, received the #7 seed and 
led her team into the national in-
tercollegiate championships, hoping to 
improve upon the number seven 
national ranking which she captured 
last year. 
The junior varsity team won four of 
the seven matches on its schedule. 
basketball. A severe height disad-
vantage and poor shooting plagued 
Trinity in an 80-67 loss to its first 
victim Amherst. The Bantams 
rebounded from this loss, travelling to 
Union College and beating the Dutch-
men (68-66) for the first time in over 
15 meetings between the two teams. 
Back to back wins over Bowdoin (89-
86) and Bates (85-83) ran the Trinity 
win streak to three and raised the team 
record to 5-8. 
(continued on page 7) 
WRESTLING: 
DJsappointing 
For the first time in the three-year 
history of the varsity wrestling team, 
the Trinity matmen were able to man 
all ten weight classes. The Bantam 
grapplers started the season with two 
wins, but InJUries and illness 
spotlighted the lack of depth as Coach 
Darr's squad won only one of its final 
ten matches to finish at 3-9. 
Trinity victories came against 
Norwich University, Bridgewater 
State, and, for the first time, the 
University of Hartford. The four team 
members who produced positive in-
dividual records were senior co-captains 
Brian O'Donoghue (7-3-0, 
heavyweight) and Chip Meyers (4-5-3, 
126 pound) and sophomores Dave 
Brooks (8-4-0, 190 pound) and John 
O'Brien (5-4-1, 158 pound). These four 
wrestlers represented Trinity in the 




The squash team, accustomed to 
high success levels over the past few 
years, suffered through a disappointing 
8-7 season this winter. Captain Andy 
Storch '79 missed the entire season 
with a leg injury and this was a severe 
loss for the varsity racqueteers of 
coaches Roy Oath and George 
Sutherland. Juniors Andy Vermilye 
and Craig Asche were the top in-
dividual performers with 12-3 and 10-5 
records, respectively. 
After a 7-2 loss to Dartmouth in 
their opening match, the Bantams beat 
Amherst 8-1. They then swept their 
round-robin tournament, defeating 
Bowdoin, Colby and Wesleyan by 9-0 
scores to once again win the John A. 
Mason Cup. In round-robin play at 
Wesleyan, Trinity beat the hosts 9-0, 
(continued on page 7) 
JUNIOR GOALIE Ted Walkowicz (l), with help from classmate Charles Lalone (16), 
defends his territory in the Bantams' S-3 win over Nichols College. Walkowicz 
stopped 99 of 104 shots by Quinnipiac, UConn and Ramapo to win the ECAC 
Player of the Week Award in February. 
HOCKEY: 
The Best Team Ever 
Hockey coach John Dunham had 
high expectations for the 1977-78 
season. Despite some erratic play, the 
Bantam skaters produced their finest 
season ever. An 11-8 regular season 
record saw Trinity win 10 of 15 games 
against Division III competition, a 
result which earned the Bants a berth in 
the post-season Eastern Collegiate 
Athletic Conference Division III 
hockey tournament for the second 
straight year. 
In the December portion of the 
schedule, the word for the Trinity 
hockey team was Brickley. Junior 
center George Brickley scored three-
goal hat tricks in each of the four 
games, leading the Bantams to a '3-1 
record; for this accomplishment he was 
recognized as the ECAC Division III 
Player of the Week. Wins over 
Amherst (9-4), Wesleyan (6-4), and 
Quinnipiac (8-3) accounted for the 
early season success while the loss 
came at the hands of a Division II 
team, Bryant (9-8). 
The second term began with the 
annual Wesleyan Invitational Tour-
nament. Trinity made it to the finals by 
nipping Fairfield (6-5), but the Bantams 
were overwhelmed by the host Car-
dinals, 9-4, in the title game. Trinity 
rebounded from that low point in one 
of its finest performances of the season 
defeating New Haven 4-3. Senior co-
captain Tom Lenahan was named 
Player of the Week for his role in that 
2-1 week. 
Trinity then hit a bumpy stretch, 
losing five of its next six games and 
dropping to a 5-5 Division III record. 
With only two weeks remaining in the 
season the tournament hopes of the 
Bantam skaters were clearly in peril. 
Six games remained on the schedule, 
and five were against Division III 
teams. 
Dunham's charges began their tear 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: 
Fine Finish 
The women's basketball preseason 
outlook was uncertain. With only four 
players returning from last year's 6-4 
team, Coach Robin Sheppard had to 
rely on several freshmen to play key 
roles for the Lady Bantams. 
The inexperience was obvious as 
Trinity started the season with losses to 
Dartmouth, Quinnipiac, and small 
college powerhouse Eastern Con-
necticut. The women rebounded from 
(continued on page 7) 
with a 12-1 rout of Quinnipiac. 
Brickley picked up his fifth hat trick 
and Bob Plumb '80 added three goals. 
Trinity played well in a 4-1 loss to 
UConn and then improved to 7-5 in 
Division III with a 7-0 win over 
Ramapo. Plumb continued his of-
fensive output with another hat trick, 
as goalie Walkowicz picked up his first 
shutout of the year. 
The Bantams played extremely well 
in soundly defeating arch-rival 
Wesleyan 8-3 to begin the final week of 
the regular season. The Blue and Gold 
skaters concluded the season with a 
four-game win streak by routing 
Lehigh 17-3 and beating Bentley 7-5. 
Brickley scered six goals and added 9 · 
assists in the final week to again earn 
the ECAC award. 
Seeded fourth in the ECAC tourney, 
Trinity played Framingham State in 
the semifinal round. Senior co-captain 
Hank Finkenstaedt and Plumb each 
scored two goals to lead the Bantams 
to a 6-1 lead early in the third period. 
Their opponents then caught fire 
causing the Bants several tense 
moments as they hung on for a 6-4 
win. Top seed Westfield State dumped 
Iona 17-2 to earn the other spot in the 
title game. 
Trinity had twice been dominated by 
Westfield during the regular season, 
but seemed to forget those results in the 
playoff meeting. The Bantams led 1-0 
after one period and 2-1 midway 
through the game, but the high 
powered offense of the host Owls 
began to wear down the superb Trinity 
defense. Westfield went on to an ex-
citing 4-3 win in a game which featured 
excellent goaltending and checking at 
both ends. 
The ice Bantams had ended their 
season with what was perhaps their 
finest game ever; they had every right 
to be proud of their runner-up trophy. 
George Brickley '79 has been 
named the Eastern Collegiate 
Athletic Conference Division Ill 
Hockey Player of the Year. An 
economics major from Melrose, 
Mass., Brickley topped the 
division with 35 goals; he set 
Trinity single season records for 
goals and total points (54). 
Joining Brickley as a first team 
All-Star was goalie Ted 
Walkowicz '79. Dana Barnard '80 
was named second team 
defenseman for the second 
consecutive year. 
